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Steppin' up and lookin' sharp

Vigil
honors

martyrs
BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Saturday's Stepshow Competition, part of Greekfest, took place in the O'Connor Sports Center. The winning fraternity
was the Columbus citywide chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc. (above). The winning sorority was the Miami University
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc. (inset).
·
·

Dance moves to Sharonville
however, students will only be al~
lowed to purchase tickets in adThis year, Xavier's Homecom- vance.
ing dance will be held at the
Only l,100 tickets will be sold
Sharonville Convention Center, ap- throughout the week, prior to the
proximately a 20-minute drive dance on Saturday, Nov. 20. The
north of Xavier. In' the past, the approximate .turnout for Homecomannual event has been held at ven- - ing dances in the past has been
ues in downtown Cincinnati.
1,600.
A variety of problems a~ previ"We had to limit the amount of
ous dances, including .overcrowd- tickets ahead of time,". said
ing and property damage caused by Hansberry. "Selling only 1,100
students, contributed to the changes tickets is another precaution we are
made for the upcoming dance.
taking."
"We have had problems with faOne of the reasons cited for the
cilities in the past," said Campus po- pre-sale of tickets was to prevent
lice Chief Mike Couch. ·"Last year overcrowding at the dance.
we ran into crowd control issues be"Now we will know how many
cause the space wasn't big enough students are coming ahead of time;to accommodate the students."
and we can be more prepared:' said
At last year's Homecoming Couch.
dance, held at the Omni Netherland
Another reason the dance is not
Hotel, more than 100 students were being held downtown this year
turned away at the door after the stems from difficulties in securing
crowd size exceeded fire code regu- a venue.
lations.
According to Hansberry, de~
"We needed to find a location · struction of venues in the past durbig enough to hold all of us," said ing dances has made it difficult for
Jessica Hansberry, chair of Student Xavier to rent spaces downtown.
Activities Council (SAC). "We
"The destruction of halls by stuhave exhausted the other venues in dents is also a big reason why we
Cincinnati and this was our only ·don't have alcohol at all the dances
option."
anymore," said Hansberry.
In the past, students have had the
"I think it's really sad that Xavier
option to buy tickets prior to the students can't present themselves
dance or at the door. This year, like adults in public," said junior

BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

problems.to help us take proactiye
measures."
There will be seven buses available to transport students· to and
from the dance. The buses will depart for the dance at the bottom of
the residential mall from 8:3010:30 p.m., and will be available
through9ut the night to bring students back to campus.
A security guard will be on each
. btis to ensure the transportation of
students runs smoothly.
"Making sure there is a smooth
transition between the dance and
campus is a concern," said Couch.
"It will take about40 minutes round
trip, which is longer than in the
Sadie Bagley. "It makes the school past."
look bad as a whole." ·
"I think Sharonville is too far
Contrary to the no-alcohol away for the dance to be held," said
policy at the Fall Ball, held earlier senior Mike Shaughnessy. "It is
this year, alcohol will be served at almost too much of a hassle."
Homecoming. Students must
In addition to security personnel
present a valid ID to purchase al- on the buses, Xavier police officers
cohol.
and two Sharonville police officers
Alcohol will be served in a "beer will monitor the dance. There will
garden," sectioned off from the rest also be medical services available
of the dance. Students will not be during and after the dance.
permitted to carry their beverages
"We're working closely with the
out of this area, which will take up administration to take precautions
approximately 25 percent of the in student safety at the dance," said
floor space.
senior Shannon Covey, SAC mem"We wanted to make this work ber and Homecoming '99 co-chair.
after examining past events," said
Hansberry. "We looked at past
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The Xavier commu.nity is sponsoring "A Celebration of Hope"
next Monday to commemorate the
10th anniversary of the martyrs of
the University of Central America.
The event will mourn the loss of six
Jesuits, as well as a housekeeper
· and her daughter, who were murdered in El Salvador in 1989 during a civil war.
The main focus of the evening,
however, will not be mourning, but
the celebration the lives of these
martyrs.
"This is a Latin American vigil,
which is not the same as the American connotation," said junior
Brooks Keeshin, president of
Voices of Solidarity (VOS). "We
want to portray a message of hope,
to continue the ·message of those
martyred."
The event will begin ~ith a reflection in the University Center
Theatre at 9 p.m. Students who
have· visited El Salvador will reflect
on their experiences and share what
they encountered.
During the reflection, Xavier
will have an audio connection to the
University of Central America,
where a vigil will be taking place
simultaneously.
After the reflection, there will be
a candlelight procession to
Bellarmine Chapel. During the procession, the names of the martyrs
will be called out, each one followed by the word 'presente.'
"These people we are remembering were extraordinary men,"
said junior Maggie O'Malley,
. member of VOS. "They looked at
what was happening in society and
spoke out about the injustices."
A Mass, incorporating Latin
music, will take place at 10:30 p.m.
Instead of a homily, there will be
four witness talks, which will discuss the lives of the martyrs.
One of the talks will be given by
President of the university Rev.
James E. Hoff, SJ., who went to
school with one of the Jesuits who
was murdered.
Following the Mass, there will
be .a celebration in the Terrace
room, with music and dancing.
The Celebration of Hope is being sponsored by the Office of the
President, Voices of Solidarity, Student Activities Council and Spanish Club.
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Memorial Mass
There will be a memorial Mass
for Hedda Lautenschlager, a fulltime temporary instructor in the
. department of history,· who died
on Oct. 27. The Mass will be
held in Bellarmine Chapel on
Wednesday, Nov. 17 at 5 p.m.

Mini marathon

The Irish Club will sponsor a
banquet at 8 p.m. on Monday,
Nov. 15, at the Highland Bar and
Grill. All are welcome to enjoy a
1
discussion on the life and works
of author James Joyce. Tentative
speaker Phillip Thompson will
talk about the Bloom's Day Festival. The yearly festival honors
Joyce and his character Bloom,
of the novel "Ulysses." Free
wings will be provided. For more ·
information, contact Katie Summers at531-8120.

Applications due
February Approach TEAM
applications must be turned in
by 5 p.m. on Nov. 15.

Spirit meeting
X-treme fans, Xavier's student
spirit club, is having a preseason
meeting at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 11 in Kelley Auditorium. All students are welcome,
and all who attend will receive a
free T-shirt. Topics of the meeting will include student seating,
game day giveaways, roadtrips
and tailgating.

UC, is scheduied to begin at 3 p.m.
on Friday, Dec. 10 in the multipurShould the private lives of per- . pose rooni of Schott Hall.
sons running for public office be
Prizes in the final round are
$500 for first place; $300, second;
subject to media scrutiny?
All full-time undergraduates and $100, third.
with opinions on this topic, are in"Any time you can have students
vited to participate in the third an- from the university engaging imnual Crosstown Shoutout, a speech portant social issues and using their
competition between Xavier arid ability to communicate and think
the University of Cincinnati.
on their feet, it's a benefit," Patnode
This year's topic, pulled from the said.
The final winner will be anheadlines of current political happenings, not only provides students nounced at the Crosstown
with an opportunity to address Shootout, Dec. 17, and will also retoday's important issues, but it also ceive the Charles M. Barrett Award
offers students an academic outlet for Outstanding Public Speaking.
The award is named for Dr.
of expression.
"It's nice that we exercise our Barrett due to his strong connecacademic side in addition to our tion to both Xavier and UC. He
completed his undergraduate work
athleti~ side," said Dr. Randy
Patnode, assistant professor of com- at Xavier in .1934, but attended
~
munications and coordinator of this UC's medical school.
The Crosstown Shoutout comyear's Shoutout.
Named to invoke the competi- menced three years ago, due in part ·
tive spirit of the basketball rivalry, to con·sultations between Dr.
the goal of the contest is to encour- Miriam Finch, chair of Xavier's
communication arts department, .
age critical debate and dialogue.
The first round of speeches, for and Dr. Stephen Depoe of UC.
Much of the credit for the proXavier students only, will be at 3
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 18 in Alter gram, however, according to event
110. The qualifying round will de- organizers, should be given to 1970
termine Xavier's top three qualifi- Xavier graduate Lou Ginocchio.
Ginocchio is credited with promoters and is closed to the public.
In addition to a $200 prize per ing the idea of the "intellectual riwinner, these three students will valry" and remains the benefactor
each earn a spot in the final round of the contest.
Speeches must be 8-10 minutes
of competition. After each school
has chosen its top three candidates, long. Registration packets for all·
interested students are available in
the rivalry begins.
The final round of speeches, fea- the communication arts departturing students from Xavier and ment, Schott 305.
Campus News Editor

Flu shots are still available
through Wednesday, Nov. 24.
They are offered weekdays from
1-4 p.m. at the Health and Counseling Center. Cost for the shot
is $10. The flu vaccine prevents
the flu in about 90 percent of
those who get the shot. It also
greatly reduces the severity of
symptoms in those who get the
flu. Viruses that cause the flu can
vary from year to year, therefore,
it is necessary to get the vaccine
annually.

Irish Club dinner

XU/UC students
to vie in Shootout
BY BRYAN RIECHMAN

Flu shots

Recreational sports is teaming
up with the Wellness Team to organize a Xavier team for the 2000
Cincinnati Mini-Heart Marathon. Training sessions will be
held every other Monday at 5:30
p.m., starting Monday, Nov. 15
up until race day, which is March
26, 2000. For those people looking for someone to run or walk
with, please note that all abilities, ages and fitness levels are
welcome. A variety of loops with
different distances will be available. For more information, call
Caroline 'at 745-3209 or meet in
the O'Connor Sports Center
lobby on Nov. 15.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Rev. John LaRocca, S.J., served up a pasta dinner for the Xavier
community last Friday night at the Xavier Villa. Students from
all classes, including sophomore Ed Klene (center, right),
showed up to enjoy the free food and fun atmosphere. The
pasta extravaganza was sponsored by the Men's Christian
Community House.

XU mourns a11other loss
Co-worker Kevin Stambaugh describes him as "amazingly smart,"
Xavier University mourns the citing his nickname, Mr. Trivia.
"No one could get him upset;
passing of long-time Physical Plant
employee and friend, Gary he was very laid back," Stambaugh
Hopkins. Mr. Hopkins, 52~ died said. "Gary liked to go up to Dana's
suddenly last Monday.
and throw darts, or cook out."
Hopkins will be remebered by
Hopkins worked at Xavier in
many different ,capacities. A tal- friends and fellow Physical Plant
ented carpenter, he spent most of employees as a hard worker and a
his time at Brockman Hall, where devoted family man. Much of the
he was responsible for much of the good he did, according to co-workrepair and upkeep of the building .. ers, was behind the scenes, someHopkins also saw Xavier times going unnoticed.
through many changes and renoFamily and friends attended a
vations during the last several memorial in honor of Hopkins last
years.
week. Plans are underway for a secAn ex-Navy man, Gary Hopkins ond service at Bellarmine Chapel.
traveled the world over. He en"Gary Hopkins will be missed,"
joyed reading and was an avid fan said co-worker Dick Menke," both
of music - especially the \Jlues. as a friend and as an employee."

BY KATIE SUMMERS
Contributing Writer

Police Notes

the apartment manager's office in
the Village.

IW(~~

Saturday, Nov. 6, 2:37 a.m. A student was cited in the North lot
for underage possession of alcohol.

Thursday, Nov. 4, 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 2, 9:55 p.m. A commuter student reported her
purse and cellular phone were removed from her car while it was
parked in the Joseph parking lot.
There were no signs of forced entry.
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 8:18 p.m.
- A student was· cited for unauthorized possession and use of a
~andicapped parking placard.
Thursday, Nov. 4, 12:25 p.m.
- A resident assistant reported a
portable stereo worth approximately $125 was removed from

A contract employee was arrested
Sunday, Nov. 7, 12:24 a.m. for having eight outstanding war- . Two underage students were cited
rants and was turned over to the for posession and consumption of
Cincinnati police.
alcohol in the parking lot of WVXU
radio station.
Saturday, Nov. 6, 12:05 a.m. A student was cited for possession
Sunday, Nov. 7,.1:10 a.m. of a fictitious Alabama driver's Ji- Three underage students were cited
cense.
for possession and consumption of
alcohol in the North 'Jot.
Saturday, Nov. 6, 12:13 a.m. Campus police responded to a large
Sunday, Nov. 7, 3:40 a.m. party in the E building of the Vil- Two students were cited for underlage. The party was ended and a age consumption of alcohol and
keg was confiscated. The matter disorderly conduct when they were
will be referred to Residence Life observed wrestling in front of the
for disciplinary action.
Health and Counseling Center.

Police Note
ofthe \Veell
Sunday, Nov. 7, 12:05
a.m. :.._ Campus police responded to the 2100 block
of Slane Avenue to assist
with a loud, disorderly party.
Norwood police arrested six
students on various charges
including maintaining a disorderly house, disorderly
conduct while intoxicated
and obstructing official business.

CAMPUS NEWS
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· Professional Etiquette
Dinner
Wednesday, November 17th
5:30-8:00 p.m.
Terrace Room, University Center

-

Enjoy a Five-Course Dinner while learning
Professional/Business Etiquette and have a chance
to WIN Fabulous Career-Related DOORPRIZES!

Seminar Topics Include: Nine Key Rules of Business Dining, When to
Begin Talking Business during a Meal, Seating Etiquette, Napkin
Etiquette; The Art of Eating Bread and Rolls, How ,to Hold Utensils,
How to Handle Difficult to Eat Foods, and more.

Tickets are $15 and can·be purchased
Monday-Friday during :i;iormal business hours at:
Career Services Center, University Center ..,
'
Ticket Sales end Monday November 15th

PROFESSIONAL DRESS REQUIRED!
Sponsored by:

Career Services, Xavier Wellness Team,
Xavier :tvIBA Program, and Residence Life
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XAVIER

WELLNESS
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For More Information call Career Services at: 745-3141

GE S~DOTT ·BlJIOi~

Because you're part of a community that cares...
what role can you play in keeping alcohol use safe and responsible?

Remember these Xavier facts - and be a winner of a
$250 gift certificate to the store of your choice
Forms available in the Cafe Lobby November 15 & 16
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Monday - Friday
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SALES HOURS:

' Mon.-Thurs

· . Friday

· Saturday

9:00·8:00 •
9:00·6:00 ·
10:00~5:00 ·
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Student's unstoppable spirit
LORAINE CROUCH
Managing Editor

A shadowy image, frozen in
ink and stride, runs in the moonlight etched on a powerful shoulder.
The tattoo represents junior
Scott Holzknecht's passion -running. He got the tattoo the summer
before he came to Xavier. With a
team state championship behind
him, Holzknecht was excited
about joining the ranks of the
Musketeer runners.
"I wanted to get a tattoo, and
running is more a part of my life
than anything else," said
Holzknecht.
But the collegiate career of this
talented athlete was cut short when.
he passed out after a few races and
doctors were unable to find the
cause. Barring him from competition for the rest of his firstseason,
doctors cleared Holzknecht to run
his sophomore year after a series of
tests found nothing wrong.
But the runner's dreams of competition were interrupted again by
another blackout at the finish line.
"I had to go to the hospital. I
had all kinds of tubes in me," said
Holzknecht. "But, all the tests were
inconclusive. Since it got worse
every time I passed out, they had
no reason to think I wouldn't pass
out again."
This time the doctors would not
allow Holzknecht to return to his
team, and they warned hirri that running could be dangerous, even fatal.
Unsuccessful at pinpointing the
problem, doctors cited the increased sever.ity of Holzknecht's
spells as reason enough to throw his
running shoes _in the closet.
"We lost a goo_d competitor, a
good teammate and a good friend,"
said senior cross country runner
David Dickman.
Disappointed .he could no longer
compete in the sport he loved,
Holzknecht continued to run on his
own, refusing to give up his passion.
In what should have been his,
third year as a cross country and
track runner at Xavier, Holzknecht
is still pounding his feet to the pavement every day. His dedication and

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Junior Scott Holzknecht got his runner tattoo the summer before he came to Xavier. He had high
hopes of running for both the cross country and track teams,. but was unable to compete
because of health concerns.
training, which· at its most intense
has included 80 miles in a week,
are paying off. He ran and won
both the Reggae Run and Run Like
Hell, two local charity races. Although the fundraising events
could only provide a small prize (a
mug and a medal), Holzknecht's
victories were triumphs in themselves.
"There's really not a much better feeling than winning a race,"
Holzknecht said. "It gives you a
sense of confidence. Any time you ·
can set goals and achieve them, it_
affects everything else in your
life."
_ Holzknecht's confidence and
determination keeps him focused
on what he loves - running,
rather than the possible dangers
it poses. While his parents con-

tinue, to support him, they are con- ·
Ultimately he hopes to make it
cemed for his health.
·to an Iron Man Triathlon, i~ which
"My mom, of course, is really participants swim two and a half
scared, and every time I talk to her ·miles, bike over 100 miles and then
she asks me ifl've felt like passing run a marathon (26 miles). He adout again at least twice during our mits this challenge is a long way
conversation," said Holzknecht.
off, but he still has it in the back of
"But as long as I'm still his mind.
"That would be the ultimate test
healthy and happy and still enjoying it (running) without any of will, courage and strength. You
pain, they just want what's gonna would feel like you could conquer
the world," he said.
make me happy," he said.
With no more incidents of
In the mean time, this devoted
passing out since his last race of athlete will have to train for local
sophomore year, Holzknecht is and -less strenuous events. These
optimistic and continues to set races are what help keep
new goals for himself. He is train- · Holzknecht motivated. Run Like
ing for a triathlon this summer Hell, an annual race around Hallow. and hopes to compete in some een, was especially fun for him beraces in Louisville, KY. throughout cause friends and housemates
the year, including the Hangover showed up to cheer him on to the
ClassiconNewYear'sDay.
finish. But sharing a win with

How to Irritate Your Professors:
~

Wait until the last minute to start on your
research paper and then ask for an extension.

~

Invent your own documentation system to
replaqe those confusing MLA and APA guides.

~

friends is not the same as being part
ofa team.
- "I had a lot of expectations, and
I didn't get a fair crack at meeting
·those goals," said Holzknecht.
Even though running is largely an
individual sport, the team aspects
- the training together, the ca. maraderie, the support and encouragement - are irreplaceable.
"I really miss the team," he said.
The team missed him this season, too. "We really missed him,"
said.Dickman. "We had our best
finish this year. If we would have
had Scott, we could have finished
maybe two places higher."
Dickman, Xavier's top runner,
said Holzknecht would have likely
been the number two man for the
squad. "We complemented each
other well," Dickman said. "We
were always pushing each other
in practice. It was a friendly competition that made everybody better."
Although ·he can no longer participate in university athletics,
Holzknecht is involved with the
academic side of Xaiver life. The
English major writes poetry and
helps select works included in the
Athenaeum, Xavier's literary magazine.
But running with other Xavier
students is one of his favorite things
to do. In fact, he hopes to run· with
the cross country team members in
their off season. He also hopes to
run unattached in a few track meets
this spring.
Soine meets, depending on the
hosts and the types of races being
held, allow runners unaffiliated
with a university team to compete
for a small fee. During last year's
track season, Holzknecht competed
in a track meet.
"I still run. I don't feel like anything was taken away from me,"
said Holzknecht. · "They (Xavier
athletics) had to disassociate them'selves with ine, and I totally understand that. If ariything happened to
me, they would be held responsible.
'I think I could compete collegiately,
but I thought I could before."
"Even though I'm riot on the
team, there's a certain bond when
you see someone else running on
the street," he said.

The Graduate
Program in
Health Services
Administration
Health care is changing. Watch it... or lead it~.

Write essiiys with a minimum of fifteen
sentence fragments per page.

ljyou want to lead health care, you need to know about ·

~

Information Sessions are offered to help you discover more
about Xavier's MHSA and career opponunities in health care
management. The next information sessions are scheduled for:

Title all of your essays ''True Confessions of
a Tortured Soul"

The James A. Glenn Writing Center
. Isn't it time you paid us a .visit? ·
Call 745·2875 or stop by Alter 8·12 to make an appointment for assistance with any writing assignment. No appointment needed to use acomputer.

Xavier's Master of Health Services Admin'istration.

Wednesday, October 27, 1999 /Tuesday, November 16, 1999
·
·
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
'
Room 187, Cohen Center
Xavier University_ Campus
For reseroations and tidditiona/ information call 513 745-1912 or
BOO 344-4698 ext. 1912.
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is reached- an event that may
. lent' even before the referendum. be getting . an education, but it
-Thomas
Penfield
be
at
least a year away because of
for
Web
browsers;
the
software
used
Rape; she added, was still being .·makes you uncomfortable be- ·
to
pilot
through
the
Internet.
J
acksori,
the-probabilfty
of appeals - ·a rul~
used as a political weapon cause we~ the rich countries,__are
"Microsoft
enjoys
so
much
"U;S._Ju~~e
ing
against
Microsoft
is likely to
against East Timorese refugees telling the third world nations
power
.in
the
market
for
Intekomspeed
up
the
pace
and
alter
the path
being held in camps in Indone- how to develop their econopatible
PC
operating·
systems
that,
of
innovation
in
Internet-based
sian-controlled West Timor.
mies," said one British minister.
if it wished to exercise this power
However, the company brushed computing, according tci Eleanor
"We have been receiving
. Britain's new policy, however,
solely in terms o(price; it could. aside those glitches, arguing that Fox, professor of law at New York
cases of. rape and sexual slavery may still fail to impact child la- ·
there wa~ no harm done to consum- University.
charge a .price for .Windows substan-.
in the.camps,;' she said. "We are · bor. Surveys taken in Ghana, Intially above that which could be . ers and hence no violation of anti- .
"It guarantees more people will
very. concerned about what is dia, Indonesia an!f Senegal fo
. charged in a competitive market," trust law. Microsoft framed its case be in the picture to help set the path
happehing in West Timor."
1992-93 indicated that three· as-~ dispute among business rival~,. of innovation," Fox said.· "It won , t
the judge wrote.
Following the inquiry, the in- fourths of child laborers worked
Jackson's finding took special . of which consumers were the hen- be all Microsoft."
vestigators' findings will be pre- in family businesses.
pains to address the question of eficiaries.
.
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ccThe-uftimate
result is thafsome
innovations; that
l b
tru 9' ent?_J "t
consumers never
occur for the sole
.
reason that they do
not coinciue.
Microsol+'s sellf--: .·
interest. "
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"W~e- C:r~lo~ ~1f~ 'lfo.~ ·~"
Sharonville Conventio~ Center, 9pm~ 1am ·

TicketS go ori sale in the S.A.C. office, Nov. 15-19 (Mon.-Fri.) llam - ?pm
. or until· sold out,- limited number available.
First 800 ti~kets purchased come .with a free pint glass! Tickets are $12.
.(cash, check, All-Card declining balance) and are· PRESALE ONLY.
Buses going to Sh·aronville will ·run 8:30-10:30pm
Buses
will begin returning to·XU at 12:30am
.
.

.

~.~

FREE FOOD!!
....

...

,'

CASH BAR AVAILABLE!!
$ponsored by S.A.C.
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Who w3Dts.to
be
.
.a. millionaire.?
.

Am.idst l!ll th~ endles!' editing
. and telentless. onslaught of press
releases, we at The Newswire were
· in a trance.
""!Ne were drawn, compelled if
you will, to the all~knowing, allpowerful force that is Regis
Philbin. The call of "Who wants
to be a millionaire?" weakened
our will, and alas, we called Regis,
a.le.a. Daddy Warbucks, looking
for him to show us the money. To
our surprise, he posed questions
about our beloved X.
.
You take the quiz and we'll let
you know how we did.
Question I: What is this year's
worst "use of student funds?
a) The North Avondale Neighborhood Associatfon (NANA)
b) SGA.fleece jackets
· c) the on-campus "lazy man's
shuttle" #2
d) all answers correct
Question 2: Which new building is th.e most overdue?
a) The Cintas Center
b) Edgecliff.Hall
c) Schmidt Hall
d) The Gallagher Center (oh,
wait, we haven't even started that·
one yet)
Question 3: What is the most
-likeiy housing Iocatfon for the
class of 2004?
a) Norwood Plaza/ the Kroger
parking lot
·
.
b) Shantytqwri
c) a motor home parked in the
old North -Jot
d) substance-free housing
Question 4:. What is the most
COPYRIGHT 1999
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redundant and unnecessary .new .
· ·
policy on campus?
a) subst11pce~free housing
b) substance-free housing
c) substarice-f~ee. housing·
._d) substance-free housing
'Questions: What is the least·
. recognized group on campus?
a) the gay and lesbian suppo~
group
b) the swim team
c) the international students
d) the Matt Barber fan club
Question· 6: · What is the best
pla~e to park besides Cohen lot?
a) Kentucky
b) Bellilimirie circle
.c) residential mall .
d~ Dana's, you'll walk home
anyway
So how did we do? We write
the piiper, how do you think we
did? Anyway, here's our wish-list
ofhow we'd spend th~ Iponey:
1) Newswire fleeces
2) a wet bar for the dance we 're ·
holding at the Publications House
3) substance-fall housing 4) libel our enemies with reckless abandon
S)"buy North Avondale and
lease it (see #3)
6) bring a real band to Xavier
SOON
.
7} double Physical Plant's sala- ·
ries
8) hire our own personal ISS.
Have fun watching the show,
guys .. Good luck, but don't start·
skipping class. to make that phone.
call.
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BSA ill:everyone's interests
. BY JUSTIN HARDY
Contributing Writer.

.·1t is one thing to read about ~deism or .
racial i~sues, yet it is another thing to .
··experience what it ls like· to live in someone
else's shoes. _These issues are ones.that ma~y
African-Americans ant{ minorities.face on a
-daily basis.

As an.Africa.n~AmeriCan·and a
student, I am troubled with the fact
.there is a misconception- about the ..
BlackStudent Association (BSA).
Here atXavier,.,many' students
think ·this organization .ls exdusively for African-Americans, yet
this misconception undermines the
significance behind BSA.
I am not representing the BSA
executive board, but as a member,
I warit to identify this miscbncepIt is beneficial for many students marized, is to pn;imote the interests
. who ·are not African~American· to of blacks, advocate their rights and
tion and Clear it up.
Like all organizations on cam- experience what it's like to be the . privileges and enhance their acapus, BSA does not racially segre- minority, It is important to walk in demic endeavors while maintaini.ng
· gate and itis open to students ofall a room and consistently ask your- unity, self-respect and self-esteem.
·As African-Americans, someraces. · I asked one student if she · · self if people are judging you based
wanted to attend a BSA sponsored on your character .or if .they .are times your thoughts; opinions and
views are neglected or unheard.
trip to the African-American Mu- judging you by your color.
It is one thing.to read aboutrac- One of the benefits of having a
. seum .to which .. she responded,
"Well, it sounds good, but I thought ism or racial issues,. yet it is another Black Student Association is it ad~
BSA-sponsored events. were .only ·thing to experienc'e what it is like dresses the- concerns of Africanfor African-Americans."
to live _in someone else's shoes.- Americans.
· In addition, BSA's purpose is not
It is difficult for me to under- These issues are ones tha.t' many
stand why students of other races African-Americans and mjnorities. to create divisions between blacks
and non-blacks; rather it strives to
feel discouraged from attending race on a daily basis ..
BSA meetings and events due to
. Shantytown is an example of . provide up-lift and· a support net- :
race. This confusion prompted me students benefiting from living in work for blacks. This concept is
to begin a mission to investigate the someone else's shoes. Shantytown important to everyone in every culreasons why these misinterpreta- enabled students to learn about the ture ..
tions about BSA exist.
· aspects of being .homeless. We
BSA is also a forurri for people
As I began talking to students should take the same commitment with similar interests to come towho were notAfric'an-American, I and initiative to expose students to gether and discuss issues regarding
learned there were three recurring cultural diversity as we do for eco- experiences on campus. The priconcerns for non-black students.
mary reason BSA is important for
nomic concerns.'
The first s;oncern was many stu~
One of the biggest misnomers this campus is that it serves as a
dents felt uncomfortable being the about BSA is the· organization voice for an under-represented miminority. Some students stated that strives to fight for only the rights nority.
when entering a room with a large of blacks.
.A good step towards eliiniriating
number of people of another race
The struggle for equality and the misconception about BSA is to"
it makes them feel uneasy.
representation is not just a struggle find common ground and provide
The second concern discussed for blacks, but it is one for students information, for all races, creeds
was that the struggles African- of all races.
iind religions.
Americans face. are ones that AfriIt's imperative for the majority
It's essential for us as a student
can-Americans fight alone. It is body to recognize some of these to be aware of the concerns of the
' We need to continue to
perceived only blacks can make a common concerns. For example, minority.
difference in changing the issues one of these issues blacks face that have forums on race and diversity,
that affect blacks.
.
needs to be addressed is having like the oneDr. Frank Hale);,, pre·lll'l'
The last concern that many stu- more cultural· events sponsored sented.
dents have is with the perceived around campus.
Until people understand the exideology behind the BSA organiHaving a variety of activities are periences and matters of African~ation. It falls into the misconcep- . staples of providing diversity. StuAmericatis and Other minorities on
tion of being· counter-productive dents should
have more cultural campus, there will continue to be
.
and divisive, and it promotes seg~ activities such as the Latin Dance · misconceptions about our.school's
regation.
hosted by the Spanish Club and the organizations.
As human beings we often are Annual Step Show sponsored by
As a student body, we must conso· busy striving for our own per- Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc, BSA and the tinue to strive for the understandsomd ambitions we often forget to Office of Multicultural Affairs.
ing of students of various backlook at someone else's perspective.
· · BSA's mission statement, sum- grounds and be committed to it.
'

'
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Why we must remember
n the early morning hours of cause they saw the university as
Nov. 16, 1989, military assas- an instrument of society. These
sins surrounded the UCA men were seen as a threat to the
(U niversidad Centroamericana) government for bringing the
·campus, a Jesuit university in San struggle of the country's poor into
Salvador, El Salvador.
the classroom.
Their orders from the govern. Imagine waking· up and findment were Clear: murder the ing out on your way to class that
president of the university, your Theological Foundations
Ignacio Ellacurfa, S.J., and leave professor was dragged from his
no witnesses.
beci <;luring the night and brutally
By sunrise, six Jesuit priests, murdered on the residential mall.
their housekeeper, and her 15Next, imagine hearing he was
year-old daughter were lying dead murdered because of his frequent
class discussions of issues affectin pools of their own blood.
Years later, here in the United ing the people in the Over-theStates, it is almost impossible to Rhine community.
,
turn on the nightly news without
The Jesuits in El Salvador were
hearing of a mass killing in a pub- simply vehicles of the truth. They
lic place.
spoke for the unheard and fought
Given our own problems of . for justice.
violence, why should Xavier stu~istory that is not remembered
dents care about eight people who will repeat itself, and as. univerdied a decade ago in a country . sity students we have a responsismaller than Ohio? What is their bility to remember.
connection to us?
On Nov. 15, Xavier will host a
The Jesuits were murdered be- celebration of the lives of the mar-

I

tyrs of the UCA. The program
begins at 9 p.m. in the University
Theatre with music, drama and reflection.
A candlelight procession from
the theater to Bellarmine Chapel
will lead into a commemorative
Mass.
This is a first step in. remembering the UCA martyrs. Their
assassins were ordered to leave no
witnesses, but the order remains
unfulfilled.
We can choose to be witnesses
to the murders of Ignacio
Ellacurfa, Segundo Montes, and
Ignaciq.Jvfartfn Baro, Joaqµin
Lopez y L6pez, Juan Ramon
Moreno, Amanda Lopez, Elba
Ramos, Celina Mariset Ramos
and the 70,000 others who gave
their lives in the Salvadoran civil
war.

-Maggie O'Malley
-Helen Ruff
Juniors

Challenging the way we think
s we approach gradua- ditions or alternative voices within
tion;we have been think- our own traditions, but it tries to
ing about our past years present them to us in their fullness.
at Xavier and wondering, have we
Often times, exposure to alterreally been intellectually, morally native voices gives us deeper inand spiritually prepared to take . sight into our own tradition. In
our places in a rapidly changing an increasingly global society it
global society?
is essential that a theological apStepping back for a minute, we proach be in. conversation with
notice that the theology classes we these alternative voices. Part of
have taken have a tremendous role education is learning about diin this preparation. They stretch verse opinions and theories,
our ideas, challenge our comfort- which enrich our ·awn opinions,
able ways of viewing things, ex- thinking and approach to life.
pose us to new possibilities and
· Theology must be up to these
provide us with helpful tools fo moral imperatives. Xavier theolapproach and engage the issues ogy cultivates a respect for diverse
affecting our generation.
cultures and opinions, encourages
~ather than teaching us what
students to look to their own trato think, the Xavier theology de- ditions and to entertain various
partment teaches us how to think. ideas and viewpoints, and chalOur theological education is not lenges us to come to our own
about blind acceptance.
moral decisions. It reminds us
Instead, it is challenging and that the world is not black and
provocative. It stimulates critical whit~ and helps us to examine the
thinking and creativity. It pro- multiple shades of gray.
vides us with interpretive frameThis has incorporated differworks and models of how to make ent approaches to looking at our
sense of and take our place in this faith and creative outlets for excrazy world.
periencing our faith, including
It is not about sheltering us service opportunities and the Serfrom outside influences, other tra- vice Learning programs. Listen-

A

ing to orthodox voices, Buddhist
voices, women's voices, Latin
American voices, voices different
from and complementary to our
own, we have been enriched spiritually with meaningful ways of relating to the divine presence in our
daily lives and actions.
This month the U.S. Council
of Catholic ~ishops will be meeting to vote on a document that
could seriously threaten the way
theology is taught and done at
Xavier University and all other
Catholic institutions in the U.S.
(The bishops are voting on the
implementation of the Vatican ·
document Ex Corde Ecclesiae).
We invite members of the
Xavier community to reflect on
how they value Xavier theologi- ·
cal education.
·
If you can make a little time,
take a moment to write a note to
Father Hoff, or the theology department, OJ your bishop to let
them know about these reflections.

-Marie Gasper
-Kristen Barker
Seniors

Coming soon ...
V Campus Forum
Have an opinion, but don't have
time to put pen to ;paper?
·campus Forum hotline is a new way you can
voice your opinion on anything from tuition
increases to parking by leaving a .short message.

***'
/The doctor is in ...
Don't feel like trekking up to
Health and Counseling?
The doctor is in answers your medical
questions. Submit anonymous questions to The
Newswire and have it answered by a medical
professional.

***
·0Ever wonder?
Ever wonder why Buenger only
has four floors or why the
Musketeer Inn is called the Grill?
Ever wonder? answers the questions you've
always had but never asked. The Newswire staff
will research the answers _to your pressing
questions.

***

0 Opinion Polls
.Would you like to answer a survey
a little deeper than Mall Tulk?
Opinion Poll surveys student concerns and
lets the university know how we feel.

QlJESTIONS?
CALL CAROLINE X-3122 FOR INFO.

t ,,, '
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NANA's concerns unjustified It's all Greek to me!
BY JOE NUGENT
tell us he has a couple of parties a
Guest Columnist
year where he hosts 150 people; and
I am writing in response to The come over to not only videotape our
Newswire article in which I found house, but call the police. on us
out NANA (North Avendale Neigh- when he lives at the opposite end
borhood Association) has some · of the street!
control over the shuttle service, as
Why is he so worried about parwell as are privy to Xavier docu- ties when his two small children are
mentation regarding disciplinary
hearings that occur at Xavier.
Let me please give some specif~
ics as to what occurred in and
h~re
around my house last year. Six different cars were broken into, two
arrests were made by the Cincinnati police in our front yard after a
foot chase and drug deals were
made in front of our house or next
door to us. Gunshots, dogs barking and sirens at all hours of the
· night were not an uncommon occurrence.
at risk of being killed and robbed
While all of this "bad" was hap- every day?
pening, NANA felt there was anOh, which reminds me. One of
other "bad" going on. It was so my roommates was held up at gun"bad" they tried to evict us from the point. But let's stick to the real isneighborhood.
sue here folks ... PARTIES!
· We were having parties that
The ultimate question here is
were being disruptive to the neigh- this: Who is running the school?
borhood. I guess the gunshots and NANA or Xavier? From students
drug deals were a welcome experi- . perspectives it is NANA. And why
ence for them from the· way they do we think this?
talked about our parties.
Well, it's simple. Our fine
lfl recall correctly, the president money goes to NANA, they have
of NANA has two small children, the ability to call off the shuttle and
and is also an.XU grad. He told us . on top of all that, they are privy to
that he himself used to go to big par- disciplinary records of where disties and have fun and do everything turbances occur. Where is all the
we were doing. Yet he will sit there, confidentiality?

The ultimate
question
is
this: Who is
running the
school? NANA or
Xavier?

Sure, my name might be left off
of the discipline record given to
them, but my house address is not.
If Xavier is going to fine me, then
my money can go to Xavier. But
until I start sending my tuition
checks to NANA, that neighbornever see my money!
hood
This leads me to another question. Where does all the money go
that NANA receives? Did they use
it to put in those wonderful new
speed bumps? Or did it go to putting flowers in the wonderful island
right in the middle of the road?
Perhaps it just went to buying new
surveillance equipment so they can
spy on us.
.
I moved off campus for a reason and that reason was to get away
from Xavier's residence life policies and be "on my own." Why is
it that ifl live "off campus" Xavier
can still punish me for something I
do in the privacy of my own home?
Why does NANA have so much
power all of the sudden? Is it because Xavier angered the entire city
of Norwood so bad they now are
trying to ma_ke up for it by giving
NANA power?
·· All of these questions need to be
answered, and the administration
needs to be held accountable for
their actions.
It is time students take back their
school and tell these neighborhoods
Xavier was here· first, and Xavier is
here to stay!

will

am writing in response to
the article in last week's
Newswire entitled "Greek
organizations celebrate."
Wording in the article suggests that Xavier only has the
three Greek chapters named Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma
Theta and Alpha Phi Alpha.
I do not intend to place any
blame in this situation, but I
would like to point out soine. where along the. line an oversight occurred.
As Vice President of Service
for Alpha Phi Omega (a national
coed service fraternity which
Xavier recognized on campus
last spring), I am writing to assure you that Xavier does have
other Greek chapters.
In addition to Alpha Phi
Omega, the article neglected to
mention Delta Sigma Pi,
Xavier's business fraternity.
I'm not aware of any other

I

chapters on campus, but for
recognition's sake I wanted to
announce that we do exist, and
others may as well.
I admit we are not social fraternities, but we are Greek chapters nonetheless.
For more information on Alpha Phi Omega, contact
Xavierapo@hotmail.com. We
are glad and proud to be on this
campus and would love to answer any questions you may
have.
Again, I do not intend to take
anything away from the Greek
celebration of the past week, yet
I feel it's important for XU students to know they can participate in the brotherhood and lifelong bonds that Greek life
brings, regardless of color.

-Jill S. Gilbert
APhiO VP of Service
Class o/2002

-CORRECTION-

.Registration redefined ·
ast · · week,
The
Newswire discussed
the different aspects
of the university's registration
policies. While we feel our
views were accurate and to the

L

point, we mistakenly wrote that
graduate students can register
by phone. Graduate students,
however, cannot register by
phone, b_ut they may still register by e-mail.

Off-Campus Housing-

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue
-Free heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning
Accepting Applications
$320and up

Manager: Art
961 ..3786

Office:
474 .. 5093

Are you looking to start your
career in the financial industry?
We are currently seeking
individuals who are pursuing a
degree in Accounting, Business,
or Finance to fill entry·level
positions in our Brokerage and
Trust Operations departments.

Our attractive compensation and benefits package is
designed to enhance your personal and professional
growth. For consideration, please call Carla Bostic at
(513) 744·8535 or send a resume, indicating position
of interest, to:

Fifth Third Bank
Human Resources
38 Fountain Square Plaza
Cincinnati, OH 45263
fax: (513) 744-8621
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Visit our web site at www.53.co'"
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No, we do not have glamorous salaries, but we do have nice
. resumes: Ifyou want one too, consider applying for our Assistant
Campus News position or help us with distribution. We'll also.
need a new Wo.rld News Editor after Christmas. ;

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE. CAN YOU REALLY
PUT A PRICE ON EXPERIENCE?

24-hour
Helpline
Free
Pregnancy
Tests

Five Free Wines ~
I

321-3100

: Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.

FWPtl!.......,...........
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BRIEFS
>-Joe Angolia, Editor
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878
>-SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu

KuikenAllA-10;
URI is champ
Xavier senior soccer forward
Koen Kuiken was Xavier's lone.
All-Atlantic 10 Conference selection this season for his eight-goal,
two-assist, 18-point year. Kuiken
led the 5-13-1 Musketeers in
points arid goals.
Wade Jean of Duquesne was
tabbed for the Coach-of-the-Year
award, leading his Dukes to a 9-2
second-place A-10 record, and a
13-6-2 mark overall. Duquesne
also advanced to the championship game Sunday on the strength
of a 1-0 victory over the Bonnies
in the semifinal on Friday.
Rhode Island won the other
semifinal with a convincing 7-0
win over UMass, and followed
that up with another 7-0 win over
Duquesne in the Conference
Championship game.
URI's A-10 Tournament performance broke four conference
scoring records, including goals in
a game, goals in a championship
tournament, goals by a single
player in a championship tourna. ment (Most Outstanding Player of
the Championship Nicholas
McCreath a sophomore forward,
scored five times) and points by
an individual in a championship
tournament (McCreath had 11).
The Rams do not get an· automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament by winning the conference,
but must face Mercer, the Trans
America Athletic Conference
Champion, this weekend in a playin game with the winner receiving a tournament bid.

U of L sinks XU
swimmers·
The Xavier swimmers jumped
into the pool at the University of
Louisville on Saturday, but, after
the scores were tabulated, the
Musketeers were all wet.
In the women's competition,
XU fell just short, 93.5-102.5.
However, Xavier had four firstplace finishers. Freshman Megan
White finished.the 200-meter individual medley in 2: 18.39 for first
place; senior Jan Feichtner won
the 500-meter freestyle in 5:38.41;
White again finished first in the
100-meter breaststroke in 1: 18.62
and the team of freshmen Lauren
Kersker, Jennifer Kline, Claire
Beimesch and Eleanor Lancaster
won the 200-meter freestyle relay.
The men's team's 76 points
were not enough to top the Redbirds' 110, but XU had three wins
in the men's competition. senior
Bill Roschek won the 500 free in
5: 15.68; senior Paul Wilcheck
took the top spot in the 100 breast
and the foursome of Roscheck,
freshmen Eric Persha and Matt
Pellerite and sophomore Michael
Bloomfield won the 200 free relay for XU.
The teams will take on Washington University in St. Louis on
Friday night and Saint Louis University on Saturday morning.
-Matt Barber
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XU women fall in last minute
·Muskies stop UMass, but UD halts repeat bid with last-second goal
BY JOHN THOMPSON

performance by Xavier to a crush. ing, last-minute defeat.
In 25 seconds, Xavier's hopes
of repeating as A-10 Champs and
making it to the NCAA Tournament
had been dashed. Its year-long hard
work and dedication was wiped out
in a single moment.

Sports Wri(er

The women's soccer team traveled to Massachusetts this past
weekend with one thing on its
mind - defending its Atlantic 10
Tournament title. By Friday night,
the Musketeers were well on their
way to achieving just that.
On Sunday, however, a funny
thing happened. The scoring
which had carried the team through
the end of the regular season, and
helped destroy rival UMass in the
first round of the playoffs, disappeared.
First Team All A-10 selections
Juniors Annette Gruber (who
scored 18 goals and had nine assists this year) and Erin Coley (who
had six assists) were unable to find
the goal.
Xavier ( 13-8) hardly laid down
on Sunday, as it registered almost
twice as many shots as champion
Dayton (19-10) did, and XU's
freshman goalkeeper Missey
White was called on to make only
two saves.
With such dominant play, one
would wonder what happened.
With just five seconds left in regulation, Dayton's all-conference
midfielder Megan McKnight managed to blast home a free kick. It
was her second goal of the weekend, and both were the result of
free kicks.
However, Xavier has no reason
to hang its head. XU advanced to
the A-IO.Championship and a
Musketeer was also awarded the
Outstanding Player of the Tournament honor for the second year in
a row.· In 1998, theri junior C_hristie
Reinshagen took home the award,
while Gruber was recognized this
year.

TRUE TEAM EFFORT
The XU women put together an
excellent, year-long display of soccer as team should play it. After
stumbling along for the first few
non-conference games and starting
league play slowly, the Musketeers
rebounded to form into a true winner.
By the end of the year, they had
little trouble putting the ball in the
net and even less trouble establishing a solid defensive presence early
on in games.
Although the early-season loss
of senior Amy Reinshagen was a
bitter pill to swallow, the Musketeers took the challenge and succeeded.
It is now a common understanding that Gruber is going to score, a
ALE PHOTO
lot. She finished the year having
Junior forward Annette Gruber led the Musketeers in scoring with
found the net 20 times and assisted
51 points. She was named to the All A-10 First Team and was
on 11 other goals for a total of 51
given Most Outstanding Player honors for the Championship
points.
Tournament.
·
For her efforts, she was named
Fourteen minutes later, XU
DAYTON 1, XAVIER 0
to the First Team of the Atlantic l 0
would have all the scoring it needed
We have all seen fantastic end- Conference, for the third time in her
when junior Liz Singer.drilled home ings. Any true sports fan has to re- career, as well as Most Oustanding
a shot at :3'4:03 with Coley and spect a winner who steps up in the Player of the A-10 Championships.
Senior Christie Reinshagen
clutch, after the players have fought
Gruber assisting ..
Ten minutes into the second half, and scratched for 89 minutes, to de- helped fill the void left by her inUMass took one back when Kara liver the final blow, even if it comes jured sister's absence with seven
goals and two assists to tie Broe
Green set up teammate· Emma off a questionable call.
Xavier was unable to manage a with 16 points for second on the
Kurowski. But this was all the scoring the UMass fans would see from goal in 90 minutes of play but that squad. Broe contributed six goals
their home team.
did not mean it did not take the · and four assists.
XU was far from done though, game to Dayton. In outshooting the
Sophomore Megan Hasty came·
as the home team gave up three Flyers 19-10, the XU women kept on strong late in the season to finmore goals to Xavier, coming from their opponent on its heels the en- ish with 14 points on seven goals,
Broe, Gruber again and finally se- tire game.
and Singer added four goals and
nior Stacy Kuhl, who ended the onWith about 25 seconds remain- three assists for 11 points.
slaught at the 80:30 mark.
ing, the referee whistled a foul iii
Gruber, Coley and Singer were
The Xavier women had taken re- the penalty box which gave Dayton all named to the A-10 Championvenge on the Minutewomen in dev- a perfect chance at the crown. With ship All-Tournament Team.
astating fashion and had now ad- only five seconds left, McKnight
All three will be back in action
vanced to attempt the same against stepped up to the spot and put home next year as the team looks to continue the successful tradition it is
Dayton on Sunday for a chance to the game-winner.
return to the NCAA Tournament
It took only 25 seconds to shift building for itself and Xavier.
with an automatic bid.
the tide of a dominant 89-minute

a

XAVIER 5, UMASS 1
In the first game of the tournament, Xavier crushed UMass with
a massive offensive output and a
stingy defense.
Gruber was the first to strike at
the 20:35 mark with assists coming from freshman Tricia
Ruszkowski and junior Margaret
Broe.
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Wednesday, Nov. 1O

Saturday, Nov. 13

Monday, Nov. 15

•Men's basketball vs.
Hungarian National Team
(Exh.) at 7p.m.

•Cross Country at NCAA Great
Lakes Regional
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at 8 a.m.
•Swimming vs. St. Louis
at 10 a.m. .
•Volleyball vs. George
Washington at 7 p.m.
•Men's basketball vs.
Athletes in Action (Exh.) at
noon

•Women's basketball vs.
Reebok All-Stars (Exh.)
at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 11
•Women's basketball vs.
Spartak Moscow (Exh.)
at7 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 12
•Volleyball vs. Virginia Tech
at 7 p.m.
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at 8 a.m.
•Swimming vs. Washington
University at 7 p.m.

Home men's basketball
games are held in the
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home women's basketball
games are held in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.

Sunday, Nov. 14
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at 8 a.m.

Home rifle matches are held in
the Armory.
Home games are in bold.

of the

WEEK
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
HUNGARIAN NATL. TEAM
7 p.m. Wednesday at

Cincinnati Gardens
Come watch the men's
team kick off their season
·against a bunch of foreigners
you've never heard of. The
game might not count but that
doesn't mean the Musketeers
won't be giving you a show
worth watching. The exhibition will be the team's tune-up
before they begin their quest
for the NCAA .bid they were
denied last year.
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Volleyball smokes Temple, La Salle
Women take sole possesion of second place in A-10 with home sweep
whelm the Musketeers in the third
game. The A-lO's first-place team
played true to 'form, showing just
Even the arrival of first-place
why they were ranked atop the conTemple to the Schmidt Fieldhouse,
.1
ference.
~·
this past weekend, could not stop
The XU women jumped out to
the volleyball team's drive into the
a2-0 lead to start off the game, but
playoffs ..
would only be able to add two more
. The XU w9men managed to
points the rest of the game. The
· upset the Atlantic-lO's fi~st-place
Musketeers were unable to score
Owls, then beat out La. Salle the folA-10 Overall any kills when they had possession
Team
lowing night to take sole possession
17-5
1_. Temple
11'-2
of the serve.
of second place in the conference.
11-4
21-6
2. Xavier
Temple's big hitters managed to
10-4
15-7
3. Rhode 1st
drive the ball past the Musketeers'
XAVIER DEF. TEMPLE
14-8
4. Geo. Wash. 9-5
15-7, 15-8, 4.:.15, 15-8
flailing backline. The helpless XU
9-6
13-11
5. Dayton
defense simply could not find an
On Friday night, the XU women
8-6
14-11
6. UMass
answer to the Owl's powerful atwelcomed to town a Temple team
8-16
7. Virginia Tech 7-7
. tacks.
that entered the game with just one
9-19
8. Duquesne 3-12
The Owls jumped to a 9-2 lead,
conference loss. Not only were the
2-11
15-15 before finishing off the XU women
9. La Salle
Owls virtually unbeatable in the A1-14
4-23
10. Fordham
15-4 in the third. After such a coml 0, .but they had managed to sweep
. mantling victory in the third game,
the Musketeers back on Oct. 2.
Temple would hardly fare as managed to bounce back from it to Temple looked as if they were in
well this time around, as the XU finish strong; Sara's tough," said position to take control of the
women used a strong front line de- head coach Floyd Deaton.
match.
fense apd powerful attacks to snap
The fourth game though would
The XU women were not about
the Owls' 10-match winning streak. to be intimidated on their home . be won by an inspired Musketeer
After falling behind 0-1 on a vio- court. With the support of the 458 team led by Jenny Janszen. These- ·
lation, the XU women jumped out in attendance behind them, the nior middle blocker came up big
to an 8-1 lead on the strength of two Musketeers battled to a14-4 advan- throughout the game, which began
·blocks and a kill by freshman Kate tage, before taking the first game, with Temple taking a 3-0 lead.
Janszen accounted for the
Wygant.
15-7.
In the second game, the Owls team's first four points. The first
Sophomore Angela Rohling
managed to score a few easy kills fought the Musketeers point for one coming on a shot to the Temple
throughout the course of the match point, battling to a one-point Xavier backcourt, followed by a kill on
by tricking the Temple defense. advantage, 8-7, midway through the side-out which knocked over a
Several times Rohling would ap- game.
. Temple defender.
Temple's Alma Kovaci and
Her next two kills. came as
pear to b~ setting t() a teammate for
an attack, but instead would quickly Maria Kutsova turned their games Janszen decided not to drive the ball
redirect her shots over the net to up a notch as they tried to swing the into the Temple defense, but instead
momentum over to their side. to go with two touch shots that the·
empty spots on the floor.
Kutsova's
jump-serve along with unexpecting defense could not
Rohling's ball movement kept
the
forceful
presence·ofKovaci ap- handle. The team established a 4the Temple defense honest, preventing them from gathering around the peared to be an offense the Muske- 3 lead when Janszen drove a
Rohling set into the Temple
outside hitters to block sophomores teers simply could not solve.
Hampton, however, provided an backcourt.
Jill Hampton and Sara Bachus.
"Jenny went back to the basics
Temple would battle back to 8- unstoppable attack of her own, as
4 using their strength and size ad- she registered two kills followed by· in the fourth game," said Deaton.
vantage. One Temple attack was so a service ace on match-point to give "I told her she needed to step it up,
powerful it knocked Bachus over as the XU women a 15-8 victory.
and she did. When she plays well,
she attempted fo return the ball.
After giving the XU women a she's hard to stop.'?
Janszen would again score on a
"She took that shot from the taste of their power in the second
hardest hitter in the conference but game, the Owls managed to over- Rohling serve to tie the game at
'
seven a piece. Temple would be
playing catch up from that point on,
as the Musketeers rolled to a 13-7
advantage, before finishing off the
Owls 15-8 after a kill by Hampton
and an out-of-bounds shot by
Temple.
"It's amazing, the girls were
ready to play when the time came,"
said Deaton. "We were. ready going in, and they played hard. They
always give 100 percent when I ask
it of them. They might not understand it but they do it."
Hampton and Janszen led the
way offensively for the XU women
finishing with 16 and 13 kills, respectively. Hampton finished with
an impressive .50.0 hitting percentage on the night, followed by
Janszen's .393.
Rohling passed out a matchhigh 56 assists to go with her 11
digs and three blocks, second only
to Janszen with five.
Bachus and senior Beth
Osterday both registered doubledoubles in the win. Bachus scored
12 kills to go with her 14 digs,
while
Osterday added 10 kiils and
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY VIVIAN WHITE
a
team-high
15 digs.
Sophomore Sara Bachus (left), A-1 O Co-Player of the Week, and·
B'i' JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

senior Beth Osterday led the Musketeers to two wins last week.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY VIVIAN WHITE

The XU volleyball team picked up two critical conference wins
this past weekend and moved into second place in the A-1 O.
XAVIER DEF. LA SALLE
13-15, 15-4, 15-13, 15-13
What appeared to be an easier
match for the team on Saturday,
with La Salle in town, turned into a.
tougher battle than the-night before
against Temple. The Explorers entered the match with a 2-10 conference record·, but gave the XU
women a run for their money.
The Explore.rs jumped all over
the Musketeers in the first game
edging out a surprised XU squad
15-13. After the initial shock wore
off, the team regained its composure and pounded La Salle 15-4 in
the second game.
La Salle was determined t9 make
the Musketeers earn the next vie-·
tory, as they fought point for point
in the third game, ~efore falling
short 15-13.
With a 2-1 advantage, the XU
women were just ·one game away
from finishing off the Expiorers.
Game four would hardly prove any
easier though as La Salle again
battled the Musketeers to the end.
The Explorers' strong effort
would fall short again as the XU
women edged out a 15-13 victory
for the game and match, moving
them up to 11-4 in the A-10, good
~nough to stand alone in second
place.
"I knew there would be a letdown going into the game," said
Deaton. "They really manage to get
up for higher for us than anyone
else, and always play us well. Our
girls knew that they had come too
far to lose to La Salle tho1,1gh."
Bachus finished out her week
with another double-double, a 23kill, 20-dig performance, while hitting .486 from the field. She was
not the only Musketeer to record a
double-double, as Osterday came
up with a 16-kill, 14-dig night
against La Salle.
Rohling passed out a match-high
64 assists, with Janszen and Hamp-

ton scoring kills on 14 and 13 of
them, respectively.
BACHUS NAMED CO-POTW
Bachus earned the A-lO's CoPlayer-of-the-Week, after leading.
the XU squad to three wins last
week. Bachus tied her career-high
in both kills, with 23 against Wright
State arid Temple, a,nd digs, with 21
against WSU. Bachus compiled
58 kills and 55 digs for the week.
"She has deserved it more than
. once this year," said Deaton. "She ·
should be player of the year this season or at least All-Conference.''
ON THE WAY
The XU women have reached
the homestretch with just three
games remaining on the schedule.
The team will hit the road on Friday to take on Virginia Tech, before facing off against George
Washington the following· night.
At 7-7 in the A-10, the Hokies
are virtually out of the playoff picture, but would like nothing better
than to play the role of the spoiler
against the Musketeers. The XU
women did manage to sweep the
Hokies back on Oct. 9 though.
"If we don't win against Virginia
Tech it's all for naught," said
Deaton. "It's still a horse race, and
we need to keep winning.''
The Colonials, on the other
hand, are right in the middle of the
playoff hunt. They are in fourth
place in the A-10 with a 9-5 record.
The XU women did not fare so well
against the Colonials in the teams'
first meeting, losing in five games,
ending the Musketeers home-match
winning streak.
The team's final match of the
year will come on Nov. 19, when
they play host to Dayton at 6 p;m.
Barring a total collapse, the Musketeers should have a playoff spot
locked up by the time the Flyers
come to town.
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B-ballers ready to kick Off season
BY JOE ANGOLIA AND
MATT BARBER
Sports Editors

The exhibition season is upon
us, and the Xavier basketball teams
are about to take the court for the
first time this season against someone other than themselves.
The men's basketball season
D
.
.
t
commences today at 7 p.m. when
Nov.
the X-Men take on the Hungarian
1O
Hungarian Natl. (Exh.)
·National Team in the Cincinnati
13
Ath. in Action (Exh.)
Gardens, and the women open
20 Maryland-Eastern Shore
things tomorrow at 7 p.m. when
they take on Spartak Moscow in the
WOMEN'S TEAM
·Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Nov.
As is the case with most exhibi11 Spartak Moscow (Exh.)
tion games, the team will be look15 Reebok All-Stars (Exh.)
ing to work out their remaining
19 Wisconsin-Green· Bay
kinks as they move closer to ·the
regular season.
Home games appear in bold.
Tonight's match-up will mark
fifth-year senior Darnell Williams Frey, Aaron Turner and James
triumphant return to the Cincinnati Baronas, junior Reggie Butler and
Gardens. Williams was forced to senior Obi Harris.
Mcintosh will look to register
sit out the entire 1998-1999 season
with a devastating knee injury.
some playing time. as either small
On Tuesday, Williams and ·forward or shooting guard. Willsophomore teammate Llyod Price iams, Price and sophomore Alvin
were both named to one of the At- Brown make up the rest of the squad
lantic-10 preseason All-Conference vying for playing time at the two
or three positions.
teams.
· Junior playmaker Maurice
Williams was selected to the A10 Second Team, while Price was McAfee is the only point guard on
the team and will need to be pronamed to the Third Team.
Freshmen David West and Ryan ductive enough to overcome the
Caldwell, sophomore Brandon lack of depth at the guard position.
The game will be an early test
Mcintosh and junior Marcus Mason will all be stepping onto the run for head coach Skip Prosser's
court for the first time in a Xavier team, as they search to find a roster
rotation that conceals their lack of
uniform.
West and Mason will add size to depth at the guard position.
On Saturday the Musketeers will
an already deep Xavier frontcourt
that includes sophomores Kevin cl0~r out their exhibition season
,,~~~m-~w.~z....:ww:mx-.mv-w:ww,m.;,r.-. ;~~- w,.:~i&~·-f,:t@.:::r~.1'.w.&,.
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against Athletes in Action at noon
in the Cincinnati Garden.
The women will be taking the
floor largely intact from last year,
the best ever for an XU women's
squad. The team went 24-9, made
it to the A-10 Championship game,
were an eighth-seed in the NCAA
Tournament .and advanced to the
second round where a two-point
loss to UConn (this season's No. 1
team in many preseason polls) kept
them out of the Sweet 16.
The only sizable piece missing
from last year is point guard Nikki
Kremer who is playing professionally in Germany. Kremer will be
replaced with junior Jennifer Parr
· and senior Amy Hughes. Freshmen
Reeta Piipari, from Finland, and
Amy Waugh may see some time
running the point as well.
The returners include the top
four scorers - junior guard Nicole
Levandusky (15.8 points per game),
junior center Jen Phillips (14.2
FILE PHOTO
ppg), senior forward Kim Hotz
Sophomore Lloyd Price, a member of the A-1 O preseason Third
( 10.8 ppg) and junior forward Taru
Team, and the rest of the Xavier Musketeers kick off their season
Tuukkanen (10.7 ppg).
tonight against the Hungarian National Team.
Phillips (6.8 rebounds per
game), Hotz (5.8 rpg) and men in Waugh, Piipari and center son at home on Friday, Nov. 1.9,
against Wisconsin-Green Bay in the
Tuukkanen (5.3 rpg) led the team Kristen Lowry.
The· exhibition contest against Fieldhouse at 8:30 p.m ..
on the boards last season and will
The Musketeers should be
Spartak is the start of the teams
do the same this year.
Head coach Melanie Balcomb, quest to go one step further this sea- NCAA bound again this season and
in her fifth year at Xavier, garnered son than last, to the Sweet 16. The have beeh ranked as high as 18th
lots of attention following XU's team wears this goal through every in some publications to start the
success last season. She was asked practice with the motto "unfinished year, although most have them
to interview for a number of coach- . business" emblazened on the back around 40th .
One thing is for certain, win or
· ing positions at larger schools, but of their practice uniforms.
Xavier follows the Spartak game lose, the Xavier women's basketball
signed a multi-year contract to stay
with another exhibition against the team will be running and pressing
with Xavier.
She and her assistants have re~ Reebok Lady All-Stars on Monday their way through another season
cruited a talented group of fresh- at 8 p.m. before opening the sea- of exciting play.

other schools.
other students

J{ you

Forget what all the magazines and TV shows
say is the latest rage. We want to know
what's hip here at Xavier.
Xavier Magazine has created a survey to
obtain your feedback for a future article.
So stop by the Information Desk at the
University Center and pick up a survey.
Write down your favorite bands, books,
movies, etc. and put the survey back in
the box for completed forms. It's that easy.
Call ext. 2073 with questions.

IS YOUR FUTURE
WORTH
$50,000!
WE THINK SO.
·The Army now offers college
scholarships worth up to $50,000
for qualifying applicants through
the Montgomery GI Bill and the
Army College Fund.
It's worth a call to find out
more. Call your local recruiter at:

ARMY.

BE ALL
YOU CAM BE.
www.goarmy.com
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JO'N OUR'
STAFF•.

THE NEWSWIRE IS LOOKING FOR AN ASSISTANT CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR,

HELP WITH DISTRIBUTION
AND.WRITERS FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS.
CALL LAUREN AT 745-3607.
.
THE NEWSWIRE. ..

CAN YOU REALLY PUT A PRICE ON EXPERIENCE?

ADAMAND
EVE DID IT ...

WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

PROCTER AND GAMBLE
OPEN HOUSE

Learn about opportunities· for:
. *Co-op
· *Summer internships .
*Full-time hires at graduation ·

DATE:
November 16, 1999 (Tuesday)·
3:00 .~ 4:30 P.M.
TIME:
PLACE: CBA2

Bring copies of your resume ---- Job applications available
Casual Business Dress
'·

For more information, contact Kathy
·McKlusky at 7 45-4869. Enjoy refreshments at this open house.

321-3100

TOO.
·. · .THE NEWSWIRE. ·

Pregnancy Problem ·
Center, East, Inc.
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Get. inside info
on our Musketeers,
as -well as the scoop
on otherA-10 men's
and worn.en's teams.
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BRIEFS
Jonathan Mosko,·Editor -

Diversions Desk: 745-2878
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu
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Vine unplugged: all quiet in Clifton
RUSTED ROOT FRONTMAN AND NEW YORK ROCKER TAKE SOULFUL ACOUSTIC ACTS TO THE QUEEN CITY

BY LAUREN MOSKO
.His attitude, combined
Editor"in-Chief
with his music's thematic foA week ago yesterday, short Vine cus on freedom, travel and the
·.The University of Cincinnati
College Conservatory of Music Street was strangely quiet. No win- beauty of personality, gave his
will celebrate today's music of dow-rattling drum beats disturbed the. message a universal appeal.
The crowd responded. very
Mexico with the Mexican Con- shops that line the road. No screechy· ·
vocalsordrivingbasslinespforcedthe positively, and, although I
temporary Music Festival. ·
The festival is a week-long night. Instead, the word around looked forward to Glabicki's
series of concerts, µiaster classes Clifton, at least at Top Cat's, was set, I was sorry to see Errico
exit the stage.
and lectures. Dates for the event "acoustic."
Michael
Glabicki,
founder
and
About a half hour later,
are Tuesday, Nov. 16 through
front
man
for
Riisted
Root,
made
CinGlabicki
entered without inTuesday, Nov. 23.
cinnati
the
sixth
stop
on
his
acoustic
troduction,
picked up one of
The week is free and open to
solo
tour,
bringing.
with
him
Mike
hi!'
guitars
and
began to play.
the public. For more informaErrico,
a
native
New
Yorker
whose
They
say.
the
eyes are the
tion, call 556-2683.
music captures both the tension and windows to the soul, and if
wonder of his home town.
this is true, Glabicki's eluded
Wexler exhibit
The concert was not widely adver- me all night. I was struck by
The Contemporary Arts Cen- tised, so the show had a very intimate the fact that he opened his
ter presents ari exhibition entitled feel. The relaxed atmosphere was ap- eyes less than five times dur"Custom Built: A 20-Year Sur- parent as fans, young and old, lounged · ing the first song. As he sang
vey of the Work of Allan Wexler." comfortably in the normally crowded it was as if no .one else was
around; a gentle, melancholy
The exhibit features 96 works bar.
Errico opened the show, impress- tune surrounded and insulated
including photographs, paintings
and scale models of both realized ing us all with his sharp, sparse acous- him.
tics and his anxious, throaty vocal
In contrast with Errico,
and unbuilt projects.
Admission is free to Arts Cen- line. His musical-style alternated be- Glabicki's guitar was generter members, $3.50 for the gen- tween soft, soulful rhythms and so- ally very deep and sultry.
It had a definite Root
eral public and $2 for seniors and dally-charged anthems.
Lyrics like, "We the people want sound, but at the same tiQle it
students. The exhibition runs
to know who you had to sacrifice ... was distinct from the work he
through Jan. 16.
COURTESY OF CRAIG THOMPSON PHOTOGRAPY
what is tension like?" left the audi- did with his band. He could Michael Glabicki, frontman and founder of Rusted Root, appeared solo
ence with the distinct impression that have played most of us to at Top Cat's last Tuesday.
Blues singer
Errico was no bubble gum guitar-boy; sleep that night, and as I
Award7winning blues. singer he proved himself an intriguing started to nod off I couldn't help but change gears, playing the next tune Gold" were resurrected and given
Guy Davis will take the stage at songwriter and a musician with a wide think that the same kids who never so frantically that he broke a guitar the new acoustic solo makeover.
The majority of the songs fostopped moving at the Root show string mid-song. Members of the
the University of Cincinnati Col- range of talent.
Just to show us he was not con- last summer were the same who crowd swore out loud, others cused on a longing for freedom,
lege Conservatory of Music on
Friday, Nov. 12 in "The Route of fined to his six-string, he finished the now stood immersed in the mood. groaned or laughed at.the misfor- travel (there was even a song about
set with "Someday," a song off the
Women sat transfixed:by a voice; tune adding to 'the intimate boy- Jack Kerouac)and an acute awareBlues" concert.
The performance will begin at disc Pictures of the Big Vacation, men seemed to adjust every life beat next-door's-basement feel of the . ness of nature - possibly signs indicating that it's time for Glabicki
8 p.m. in Corbett Theatre on the which features a tongue drum (a xy- · to the vibration of his guitar strings. show.
Again, shades of Riisted Root to take a break from Rilsted Root
Finally, Glabicki spoke. "I guess
UC campus. Tickets are $8 for lophone-type instrument which progeneral a~mission and $5 for stu- duces a sound like hollow rain drops). last time we played here we were peeked through in Glabicki's voice, and focus on creating for himself.
Errico spoke candidly to the crowd with Jewel," he said. "Sorry about but this time he seemed a little sadBefore the show ended, somedents. They can be.purchased by
throughout the show and possessed a that." The crowd exploded, and I der - or maybe a little more hon- one asked Glabicki when we could
phone at 556-4183.
natural stage presence which further snapped out of my trance.
. expect a new release.
est.
There was a vulnerability in his
strengthened his performance.
He laughed and replied, "Next
He quickly used the joke to
song which seemed to show the year. I'm going to keep writing on
Symphony update
audience who Glabicki really is the road, get it together for you and
The Cincinnati Symphony
when the sun has descended and then put out ~n album." Everyone
Orchestra Chan:iber Players Se~
the doors are closed. Lyrics like, seemed satisfied with the answer
ries opens on Friday, Nov. 12
"You gotta bleed your own blood but even more pleased by the set as
with a 7:30 p.m. concert at Meto g~t on through that fire ... a whole.
morial Hall. ·
you've got a ways to go ... " were
The evening simply reinforced
Among the featured works
an example of this emotive tone the argument for Glabicki's creative
will be Beethoven's Sextet.
genius (of course, you didn't have
change.
Tickets are $20 for box seats,
All was not lost in the melan- to sell any of the show-goers on that
$15 for orchestra and balcony
choly, however. Glabicki showed point). Even when he stopped playand are available at 381-3300.
us he can still kick off his shiny ing, his voice held the crowd.
black shoes, pick up the tempo
Maybe the silence can be attriband do that crazy trill-thing with uted to the fact that Vine Street was
his voice ... all by himself.
· captivated, too.
Broadway tunes
In fact, before the show ended,
Tony Award-winning and
he had broken at least two more
Emmy-nominated performer
strings. That alone was worth the
Betty Buckley will be performprice of admission.
ing with the Cincinnati Pops OrThe Root was not completely
chestra on Nov. 14. She will be
PHOTO COURTESY OF HYBRID RECORDINGS forsaken, however. Oldies such
singing a variety of Broadway Mike Errico, guitarist and traveller and native New Yorker, opened for
as "Baby Will Roam," "Beautitunes.
Glabicki last week with his heartfelt and witty musical style. ful People" and "Silver and
Tickets are priced from $15 to·
$42 and are available at 3813300.

Mexican fiesta

More symphony
Paavo Jarvi will conduct the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
in concerts at Music Hall on Nov.
12 at ll a.m. and on Nov. 13 at 8
p.m.
Tickets are priced from $12 to
$46 and are available by calling
381-3300. Student tickets are
$10 the week of the concerts.

0

New Releases

The following discs are due for release on .Nov. 9 ...
Goldfinger, Darrin's Coconut Ass-Live (Mojo) ... Fiona Apple, When
the Pawn (Epic) ... Foo Fighters, There is Nothing Left to Lose (RCA) ...
Dr. Dre, Chronic 2000 (lnterscope) ... Jars of Clay, If I Left the Zoo (Jive)
... Natalie Merchant, Live in Concert (Elektra) ... Prince, Rave Un2 the
Josy Fantastic (Arista) ... Will Smith, Willennium (Columbia) ... Tonic,
Sugar (Universal) ... Violent Femmes, Viva Wisconsin (Beyond) .. .
... all dates are tentative.

:~:~~~'.\·.'.

t.llU lf'T JI U\111 .~.. ~~. I .

Wednesday, Nov. JO
Steve Vai
@Bogart's
Thursday, Nov. 11
Mephiskapheles
@Top Cat's

Saturday, Nov. 13
Megadeath
w/ StaticX
@ Taft Theatre
Sunday, Nov. 14
Filter
w/ Simon Says
&DrainSTH
@Bogart's
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·Fifteen minutes of sonieone else's fame
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. ORIGINAL MOVIE EXPLORES WH~T
IT'S LIKE ·TO WALK A MILE IN JOHN MALKOVICH'S SHOES
··,:.

KOHLBECKER AND Camer()n Diaz))s a· p~t store elllLORAINE CROUCti ';
· ; ployee who literally brings· her

Sadly, such mundan~
··activities as .ordering ·
. ·.Asst. Diversions Editor and
.work
with her.: Any passion· . from a catalog; 'as
. · Managing Editor ·
that once existed between• the two' Malkovich,. are enough·
"Ever want to be someone else? is only memory. It seems there is to sasitfy people's desNow. you can."."rhis is, the runnin'g nQ escape from. the. cruel reality ... perate clesire to esc~pe
~theme in-.'Being John Malkovich," anchoring Craig~s lifeto the 'depths · .·their own identity. _' ,
the 11).test'effofffrnm directo_r Spike o.f hopelessm~sc · ·. '·.
·. . Craig, Lotte ~nd·
Jonie.'
.
. .·.· :
'. . '
. With no otheroptions available~ Maxine ~0011 figure out
·The question· of identity, •how- : Craig briefly abandons his dream how. to exploit the por- ever, becomes more' than ju~t a fun of puppeteering for job as a filing ,. tal to satisfy their own .
fanatasy ftilfil.led fcfrthe characters · clerk..•·. " · ·
·
desires.· As the. three •
.in the movie°:..While•ihe the.film
This poor guy can;t even get a find .out, being John
·.•offers many .hilanous:~nticsalorig job in anormal office building.· He Malkovich .. starts . to.,
. the way, ultifuately it' takes an in- · works ·an. the 7 V2 fl_oor of a Mari- . callse a lot of problems.
·•. depth look at identity and tbe indi- . hattan building--: cheap rent with
''.Being
· John
. vidual struggle to be happy with "low overhead." During- orienta- Malkovich'' is one of
yourself.·.
._
_ . . • tion, he meets Maxin~ (Catherine themostcreative.andin.CraigSchwarl:Z(John Cusack) is Keener), who i~m.ediately be- novative movies to date.
an· extremely. talented puppeteer. comes the object of his obsei:;siori. The ~xcellent use of~
His perfo~a:l}ces ai-~ overflowing · Despite his repeated advances, she . subtle humor is notable,:
with passion, r~ge arid excitement, · constantly rejectS him.
· and the puppetteering.
hut no one is payfog atieritlon.~ He
'. But life suddenly gets interest- perfomances also stand
. PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES
stays true to his ·an.and ie~uses to irig when'he stui:ribles across a mys- . out.
Craig Schwartz (John Cusack) puts the fjnishing:touches on a marionette of
.· follow the lead of the trendy pup- . terious hole in his·office .wall that . There is definately a his love interest, Maxine, in Spike Jonze's "Being John Malkovich."
peteer who seeks only to please his . turns out to be a portal into John lack
. of·
good ·
·
·
audience.··
. Malkovich\ head. Craig experi- puppefoering films i~ foday's movie
Despite the excellent presenta~ · lying question of identity makes for
in one scene, Craig watches in ences.evecythi~g Malkovich hears, industry: Viewers are offered an ex- tion of the film, the plot can become· one hell of a ride.
·
.
However, you inay need to
disgust as hisnemesisshowsoffhis . ·sees or does and basically finds out traordinary insight int<) this grace- unclear and drag at times.
Emily Dickinson marionette.of bib~ exactly what being John Malkovich .·. ful art form which seems to go unOverall, the film is well worth w~tch it a few times to completely.·
lical proportions in a televised read- . · is all about! .
noticed in today's society.
seeing. The combination of an . catCh on tc:> its themes ..
ing of Dickinson's poetry~.
· The portal provides the burst of . · ·As th<:? title implies, this movie original p~ot, humor and the under- ·
Newswire rating:
Craig can't even get an audience excitement Craig's life needs. · He would be nothing without John.
on the streets of New York. When confides in Maxine who immedi- Malkovich.
But Malkovich dtd more th~n
the occasional child happens_upon ately sees a l~crative businessop- .
his puppet show, parents get a little portunity. For the modest price of just take up space, his performance
upset with his sexual th(!mes and $200, one can experience 15 min~· was simply amazing.·· He did a suare even driven to violence. To say . utes in the life of John Malkovich. perior jo!J acting as "if he was being
New Yorkers seize the opportu- · conrplled by the.whims of the other
· the least, modern society has little
us(f. pr tolerance for his talent.
nity tp step into. someone else's life characters.,
.. .
:r.· .
. ·.
, To make .matters worse, the and come in droves, eager ~o spend
For example, throug.hout the
course of the film, both Craig arid.
emotion Craig expresses in his their hard earned money.
puppeteeriilg does not· carry over
· The obsession grows with the Lotte pursµe Maxi.ne vi.a
into his everyday life. ·
portal as people clamour for just an- Malkovich, ·in a delightful spin on
·His wife Lotte (a frumpy other 15 minute~ as Malkovich. the old love-triangle story.,

BY MIKE
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This is the. 'Wrong' book review
O'BOYLE'S WORK POKES FUN AT THOSE FAMOUS NAMES WHQ SHOULD'VE KNOWN BETTEll
In fact, the courtroom quotes are Technology," "Business," "Health
worth buying the book.alone. But, and Safety," "Great News That
An actual .courtroom question · wait, there's more. Wrong! also in'- . Wasn't," "Consumer Awarenei:;s,"
and answer session reads:
. eludes several anecdotes displaying · "Public Figures," "Genius for the
Q: "So the date of conception the idiocy of so~e famous and D~fense,''. "Arts and Literature;' and .
: was August eighth?"
·
some not~so-famous people.
.
"That's Entertainment, Part 2."
.
f\.: "Yes."
One of these·came from Admi- · _ However, Wrong! only features.·
Q: "And what were you doing ral Will~am Leahy, chiefof staff for the miscalculations of the famous
·at the time?" .
·
the Truman administration, four in the vast centufy and half. This
Filled with outrageous sayings months before the Hiro!ihima is disappointing, not that there are
and amusing anecdotes, Wrong! is bomb: "The [atom] bomb will never rio.earliei'records oflarge amounts
the perfect book to take on a short go- off. I speak as an exp~rt in ex- of stupidity, buttbat they are not.intrip to a nearby cit}r.
plosives."
cluded in this book.
These anecdotes ~~ included in.
In fact, the only reference to a
The small informative book ~ontains 88 pag.es of true, wrong. say-· several of the sections in this com- pre-Civil War blunder is. an allusion
ings which were blurted out by and pendium of comic reality, showing found in .the short, yet philosophiabout some of the most famous that some famous people are only cally de~p introduction to the book.
people, . ideas and events of masters of the obvious.
Also, the majority of. the anecmankind's recent history.
In fact, the bloopers of many of . dotes arid humorous excerpts conWritten by ·publishe~ Jime O' these prominent people lead to the centrate upon the entertainment
Boyle (author of Catnip for ihe rise of other celebrated celebrities world, whieh often gets boring and
Soul, if you have ever heard of it), who in turn goof up to give rise to hackneyed as the book goes on.
· Wrong! is a short arid sweet com-. others; These include entertainYet, at the same time, the brev-·
- pilation of some of the most outra- ment giants such as Frank Sinatra ity of the book disappoints the
g!!ously wrong sayings you could and Marlon Brando and science .· reader, being only 88 pages, which
imagine.
· gods like Thomas Edis.on and fly by rather quickly ancl leave the,
The book reads faster and is. as Albert Einstein. ·
reader hungry for inore.
interesting as a Stephen. King noWith so. many celebrities,
Nevertheless, Wrong/is at least
vella.. It highlights the qualities that Wrong! stands to be one book that .worth taking .a quick glance at and
make us human - faults and mis- will illuminate yoqr thinking about ·the price makes it easier to take a
takes. ·Filled with quotes, Wrong! such legends as Mark Twain by il- longer glance at it (that is if you do
is divided into· 10 sections dealing luminating the mi~takes 9f famous not finishit on the way to the cash
"'.ith everything from the entertain~.· writers ..
register).
·
ment whoppers to science spoofs to
. The sections of Wrong! cover:
Wrong! runs regularly at $11.95.
courtroom mishaps.
· "Music and Movies,'.' "Science and For this amount, this brief but enBY JASON FABER
Contributing Writer

a

The

Mistakes and
Miscalculations
Ever Made

ron_ '•
by People

Who Should
Have Known

· Better
ANE O'BOYLE
COURTESY OF PENGUIN GROUP

joyable digest can be yours so you
may spread your vast intelligence
of ,the stupidity of those, more famous than you.
· But now l will leave you with
one more quote from a master of
the obvious, "The computer screen
says it can't find· the printer. But

I've moved the monitor so the computer is facing the printer, and the
screen still says it can't find the
printer," which was uttered over the
phone to an IBM customer assistance exper~ by a caller 'who was
all wrong.
·

.~
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.Dylan dances the night'away ·

· Ultim~tely, the_ addition of .
"Band" to her name poiiits toward
. a greate~·musicianship on this alDYLAN, FANS CAPTURED SOME OF THE OLD SPIRIT_ AT MIAMI U
bum. The band consists of Jay
BY JOHN THOMPSON
Belle~ose on percussfon.~nd Kevitl
. .Contributing Writer
Barry o~ guitar.. The. music~!
Nov. 29, 1999 - This date
beauty rises out. on "Suwanee Jo," ·
marks. my. visit to Miami
.·inspired by Zora Ne~!~ Hurston's
University's Millet Hall for ~e Bob
"Their Eyes .Were Watching God."
Dylan/Phil Lesh show on the Fri. The jazz work stands as the .
day ofHalloweenweekend.
.· epitome. of New·: Orleans, atmo~ .•
I am sad to report l di_d not make
· spheriCimpressionism. Similarly,
it on time to the show and, there"La Tonya," tjle story of a young
fore, saw only about io minutes of
.
girl on the streets, is propelled by
Amen
the set played by former Gratefol
the sombern:iood created with per-.
(Imago/Warner ~ros.)
Dead bassist Phil Lesh.
cussion repetition.
.
However, I heard it was the ex. .Inevitably, there are always one .
Cole stretches the boundaries. of
pected jam session full of the clasor two people at a concert who seem a musical sty le tha~ won her sucsics laid down years ago by the
to be in their owri world, gyrating · cess and abhorrent radio play. · I
Dead and many other psychadelic ..
. their body to the music,' running . applaud her ability to expand her
era rockers.
into people, looking up, fooking styles. 'She:utilizes her classfoally
But from what I heard, there is a Bob Dylan in his.. ec;irlier, folksier days.
.down in an endless search to dis- trained jazz voice with supreme regood reason why Phil Lesh played
cover a higher power in the lights · sults.
bass for the Dead rather t~an try-. ply replied, "Nothin' bi.ita laid back
Her vofoe appears most JumiBy God, ifever the~e was a bet- ofthe ceiling or the beer spilled and
ing his hand at"lead vocals. Even Bob.",.. A poetic answer, to an ex- ting man on Earth,. he would never trampled on the_ ground;
nous on "Pe_arl.'' She whispers
so, the crowd seemed happy sini- tent~ By the time the· backup band wagerthatBob Dylan would dance
Paula Cole's new" album reminds . lines. She magiCally plays around
. ply to remember another musfoal strode o~ stage, the audience _had at any. time for_ any reason.
me of this person, not just because and throughout thetreble clef with-·
era and forget the troubles ()f the melOed into one big dancing mass
Yet in Millet Hall in Oxford, that person annoys me, put because · out fosfog a wonderful sentiment:
night. .
. ready to take whatever Bob had left. Ohio, Bob Dylan danced arid. they lose themselves.completely in "I'm the gn1.in of sand, becoming a
Personally, I was overjoyed to
From the center of the 11th row, ·wiggled his tired, pale old ass for the music and appear to und~rstand pearl."
have made it to the show without I got chills as soon as Bob came out. the masses. No; it wasn't any soit it a little betteflhan everyone else.
Cole's bohemian creativity
missing one minute of Dylan. Af- He broke right into song with his of River Dance crap or Brittany : This understandinJ?; rises from some .· stands up and shouts ori this albull)._
ter talk 'of previous set lists, it was .. backups just as stone-faced as he Spears ass-wiggling.
. spiritual ~onnection with the world. ··Her lyrics often leave .a little to be
time to hear what Bob had in store was.
This was some waddling and Paula Cole's album represents an desired. She attacks several social
for us. ·
They shuffled through his old swaying that.as an afterthought appreciation for'these spiritual as- · issu~s and comes away sounding
I could only imagine the con- and new stuff at a pace similar to might not technically be considered pects of life.
.preach):'.. However, when. she recerts that tjle 'real' hippies in the ice melting. Some songs I knew dance by an instructor in studio.
The lyrics support Cole's obser~. mains within. herself, the songs
crowd had attended when Dy Ian well but because they were played But for me and my l0,000 new· vations. Shecontinues.herpersonal project a desire to self-actualize in
could move about the stage with the at such a slow pace, ldidn't r~cog friends, his dancing was hypnotic storytelling, drawing connections a world that so often stifles that very
nize thein for a verse or two. Even and well appreciated coming from from culture and society, similar to desire.
greatest of folk:-rock ease..
But, according to a friend who · so, it was fantaStic justto be so close a man. obviously not in the best of her last album, This Fire.
. I'm not exactly sure what Paula
saw him in concert last year, these to the legendary Dylan.
health.
Ori the 'first track, "I Believe in means when she offers an. ''Amen"
days Bob is pretty much stationary
As they plowed on from "It's All
By the time Bob finished up with Love," Cole tells the story of the in the. title track to everyone from.
as he "belts 'em' out." So what Over Now; Ba~y Blue" to "Blowin' Buddy Holly's classic "Not Fade enduring power of love in the face · Saddam Hussein to "the drivers in
would this night hold in store? I In The Wind" to the next song anci Away," Dylan had proven himself of fantasy and complications. Her their garbage trucks."
was not in the mood to wait much the next, .it seemed] was taken un- able to put on a show almost asleep insistence: "I _believe in love to be
, However, it· seems Cole views
longer.
der Dylan's spell.
with the lyrics .that made him fa- the way to find our inner liglit" life as· a prayer,_ one that desires a
Within 20 minutes the lights
_ A longtime fan, I saw him just · mous 30 )'ears ago.
.
stands. as the credo Jar the atmo- con.nection with. the ephemeral as
again went down and the crowd as my f~iend had predicted: barely
Bob then showed why he's still sphere developed throughout the well as a true expression of self
grew louder.. The new hippies mobile. He was as pale as a man doing it-h~ actually danced. I've disc.
from the heatt, while seeking the
danced and twirled in place as they could be and of course there is the concluded the music and the. night
"Be Somebody" out.lines injus- same revelation for others. The alannoyed the older members of the voice - you either love it or _hate must have moved him to move. He tices of society, calling for people· bum may not overwhelm, but it
"crowd who broke out their notepads it. Well, i love it and I ~uldn't get · did not do it because it had been to make a di,fference, "for we are.·. definitely captures her message;
to begin recording yet another set enough as he rolled through "When advertised that he would be shak- . all children of the Motlier."
while the gyrating fellow tran- ·
list. I Paint My Masterpiece"."
ing his ass (a la Mick Jagger) oras .
The final track, "God is Watch- scends. ·
From the fooks of it, there was
. And then, right out of the 'Baby · a last ditch effort to woo the fans.
ing," reminds us that there is .a
This CD earns. $$.
little doubt this was not the first tour Blue,' it happened. Perhaps sens~·
. Dylan danced because h~· felt higher being letting all the problems
the notepads had seen. I asked a ing his own sluggishness or maybe like dancing, and his fans danced . with th~ world continue because
. - Adam Ziemkiewicz,
guy to give me an idea of what to getting cat1.ght up in the night, just the same.
"God is waiting for us to just love
Diversions Writer
expect for the first set and he sim~ DYLAN DANCED!
one another."

a

What careers can you pursue at Northweste~n Health Sciences University?
..Chiropractic • Integrative health and wellness. •.Acupuncture•• Oriental medicine • Therapeutic massage
·Northwestern Health Sciences University provides the widest range of choic;:es
in natural: health care in the Unitecl States..
·

Houses and. Apartments for rent
·for ·the· 2000-2001
school year!

Call l.eAnn

at
772-0909

·

The foundatio~ -~f the Unive'rsity is
students receive help~· them excel in
Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
preparing' to practice as outstanding
· which has earned an inteq1ational
. health care practitioners. Combined with
reputation In 58 years as a pioneer in
our pioneering dinical education programs
chiropractic education, patient care and , and our assistance in job placement,
scientific research. The individual attention·
Northwestern provides a superb ·
and access to educational resources our ·
educational experience.

NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY
Minn~apolis, Minnesota
For a personal visit or
more information, call

. l-800-888-4777 .
. Or go virtual at

www.nwhealth.edu.
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Attention, students:
Do you want to give your parents
a Christmas present·a•week until
May? Purchase a_ gift .
subscription for them before·
Thanksgiving 13,reak.
We can help.

Each issue of The Xavier Newswire, the campus newspaper, is packed with Xavier news, .
sports, entertainment and opinions. It's the best way to keep up wi!h the events and happenings that are affecting your son
or daughter during their time here.

r-----------------------------------------------------,

Let

Ye S !I Sign
me up for a one-year home delivery subscription to
understand I will receive 13 issues over the course of the second semester.
The Xavier

The Xavier

Newswire.
I have enclosed my

Newswire provide you each

week with:

~15

payment with this form.

•In-depth coverage of campus events Name: ............................. ~ ............................................ Mail to: The Xavier Newswire
Address: .....................................•...............................
Business .Manager
•Leading commentary and behind3800' Victory Parkway
the-scenes insight into Xavier sports . ·City/State: .......... ~ ..................................................... .
Zip Code: .......... ~ ........................................................ .
Cincinnati, OH 45207
•Moving features of Xavier campus
personalities and groups
Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $30 made out to The Xavier Newswire. The Newswire is
•Important campus security updates printed on Wednesday. Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication.
L------------.-...;~
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Wanttoace
the MCAT?
Kaplan's got the answers •••
and the ·questions!
Why do more students choose Kaplan MCAT than all other prep courses combined?
Is it our expert teachers? ... Convenient class schedules? ... Comprehensive review
materials and up-to-date practice MCATs? ... Could it be our online MCATtopical
tests available. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week?

Answer: All of the above.
Enroll now and receive your books before the holidays!
Classes are starting now for the April exam.
Call today to enrolll

1~Boo~KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan

.. • 1 .
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. Free email
-'With a voice.

:Yours.
Plus voicemail
and fax
all in one place.
Free now.
Free forever.
Just think of it, your voice in email, with fax and
voicemail included all in one nice, neat place. Register.
Click. Speak. Send. Wham! People get the real you.
You don't have to change a thing. Keep ·your current ISP.
Keep your current email. Nothing to buy, change or hassle
with. Finally, the kind of email that speaks your language.

Sign up now at www.onebox.com
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Seasonal •
Representat1Ves
Part lime, Days & Hours Will Vary
Qualified candidates will have excellent communication/keyboard
skills and be available to work weekends.

Join Our Team.
We offer:

•
•
•
•
•
•

$8.00/hour
,
10% off-shift bonus for 2nd shift
$50.00/month performance incentive
Convenient downtown location
Opportunity for regular full or part time employment
Free checking

For immediate ~onsideration, please contact Jack Payne at
5131744·8945. Fifth Third Bank, Human Resources Dept., 2nd Floor,
38 Fountain Square Plaza, Cincinnati, OH 45263, fax 513/744-8621.

We.still need help ... and
our staff isn't complete
without YOU!

Walk-ins also welcome!
Equal oppqnunity employer.

-Call Lauren X-3607

Visit our web site at www.53.com

SKI 2000 &
MILLENNIUM FIESTA
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8
beginning at $329 (5 nts).
New Year's in Mexico via
TWA Dec. 28 (5 nts). & Jan. 2
(6 nts). Book now (800)
TOUR-USA.
Visit
www.studentexpress.com

HELP WANTED
Spring Break 2000 with
STS- Join America's #1 student tour operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, cruises
and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call (800) 6484849 or visit:
www.ststravel.com

SPRING BREAK 20001
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a
free brochure and rates and
ask how you can go for free!
Call (888) 777-4642 or visit
www.usaspringbreak.com

FOR RENT
Norwood 2- and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly renovated kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, laundry, off-street
parking and clean. Price:
$450 and $600 + utilities. Call
861-4111.

SPRING BREAK 200Q!
#1 Spring Break 2000 vacations! Book early & save!
Best prices guaranteed!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahainas &
Florida! Sell trips, earn cash
& go free! Now hiring campus
reps! Call (800) 234-7007.

NEED CASH??
$$$ for mint CDs! Tristate's best seiection of alternative, hard core, hip hop,
rock, R&B and rap. New and
used CDs, cassettes, vinyl.
Posters and collectables.
Everybody's Records, 71North to Ridge Avenue-North.
6106 Montgomery Road, Cincinnati. (513) 531-4500.

www.endle~ummertours.com

HELP WANTED
Law office runner needed.
Will run errands, make deliveries and do court filings. College student is preferred. Will
work in White Oak office. Requirements: have an insured
automobile, valid driver's license and a strong work ethic.
$7.50 per hour plus mileage
and compensated for other
out of pocket expenses.
Please send resume to:
Michael J. Bergman, Esq.,
6020 Cheviot Road, Cincinnati, OH 45247.
HELPWANTED
Servers/Bartenders Tired of working until dawn?
Cincinnati Magazine's "best"
restaurant is seeking parttime help. Busy, wine/beer
only, flexible, reasonable
hours, good $$$. Also seeking hosVess, day deli clerks,
busser/dishwashers. Apply in
person at Dilly Deli Wines &
Gourmet, 6818 Wooster, behind Starbucks, Mariemont.
FOR RENT
Newly renovated 3-bedroom apt. Features: quiet, .5
mile from campus, fully
equipped kitchen, hardwood
floors, ale, large rooms, deck,
off-street parking, June $1000/
month. Call Tim @ 351-2178, ·
ext.101.

HELP WANTED
Want to work for Chicago's
best companies? The best
entry-level growth opportunities for college students and
grads. Top paying full-time and
temporary positions. Jobs include: administrative, customer service, HR & marketing assistants, finance professionals. Call now to work
during winter break or to get
your career search started!
Advanced Personnel, (888) ACAREE R, or visit us at:
acareer@advancedgroup.com
HELP WANTED
Program
assistant
needed. Assist adults with
personal care and programming
goals. 10-2 weekdays, with
some flexibility. Experience
with working with persons with
disabilities and driving a small
bus preferred. Short walk from
Xavier. Contact: Arva Parker,
United Cerebral Palsy of
Greater Cincinnati, 3601 Victory Parkway, 221-4606.
FOR RENT
3 -bedroom, 2 bath, .5 mile
from campus, hardwood
floors, large rooms, fireplace,
off-street parking. For $1150
month utilities. Call Tim @
351-2178, ei<t. 101.

+
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classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To
place your classified, call the
·advertising manager at
745-3561.
SPRING BREAK 2000
"The Millennium." A new
decadence in travel. Free
trips, free meals & drinks. Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados & Bahamas. Book before Nov. 5 for free meals an·d
2 free trips. Book before D.ec.
17 for lower prices! Call (800)
426-7710 or visit us at:
www.sunsplashtours.com
HELP WANTED
Host/Hostess: Friendly,
outgoing person with neat
appearance wanted to greet
customers on Friday & Saturday nights from 8 p.m. ~ 1
a.m. for $10/hbur. Apply in
person at Havana Martini
Club, 580 Walnut Street. Call
651-2800 and ask for Gina.
Cocktail Server: Parttime, Saturday. night with
some weeknights. Excellent
upscale atmosphere. Must be
friendly and reliable with a
neat appearance. Experience with Micro computer
systems preferred. Apply in
person at Havana Martini
Club, 580 Walnut Street. Call
651-2800 and ask for Gina.
SPRING BREAK
Browse icpt.com for Spring
Break "2000." ALL destinations offered. Trip participants,
student organizations & campus sales reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-campus at (800)
327-6013.
HELP WANTED
General Labor: Cincinnati
based epoxy flooring company looking for hard working individuals with willingness to learn new trade. Must
have. clean dril(lng record,
travel is required. Company
401K. $10 - $12 per hour. lriquiries, please call 860-0675.

FOR RENT
location: 3964 Regent.
Short-term rental from Dec.
'99-May '00. 3-bedroom
($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $850/mo.) +
utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-8576.
HELP WANTED
Approximately 1/4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an immediate opening for a part-time
cashier/operator. Reliability is
imperative. The hours required
are Mondays (5-9 p.m.), Tuesdays (5·8 p.m.), Wednesdays
(5-9 p.m.) and Saturdays (10
a.m.-4 p.m.). Approximately 17 ·
total hours per week. To interview, call Mr. Elmlinger at 5315500 from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
HELP WANTED
Montgomery Inn Boathouse is hiring hosts, hostesses, bussers, tray carriers. Flexible hours, competitive wages. Apply In person,
Monday thru Friday, 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m. 925 Eastern Ave.,
Cincinnati, OH, 45202. (Next
to Sawyer Park) Any questions?
Contact
Ruth
Burwinkel at 345-3713 ext.

105.
CHILD CARE NEEDED
Child care needed in our
N. Avondale home, caring for
2 preschool boys. Monday
thruThursday 3-5 p.m. $7 per
hour. Call 961-0457.
FOR RENT
Very large 4-bedroom apt.
Includes full kitchen, sun
room, ale, carpet, tile, ceiling
fans, off-street parking, laundry on site, very nice, for August $1250/month. Call Tim @
351-2178,ext.101.

HELP WANTED
Design firm needs de"
pendable person for light
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be
a self-starter and preferably
experienced. This is a position of responsibility and trust.
Top-notch clientele contracts.
Will work with school sched. ule. Apply by faxing a personal Jetter outlining experi~
ence to (513) 621-5771.
TEACHERS-ECE
Flexible hours! Competitive pay! Great experience!
NAEYC accredited, Head
Start program seeking motivated and energetic teachers! Full-day childcare in
Hyde Park, Harrison, Walnut
Hills & Westwood. Infant,
toddler, preschool, school
age programs. PIT mornings
and afternoons. Call 9612696 or fax resume to 9611160. EOE.
FOR RENT
Houses for rent: 885
Clinton Springs; 7-bedroom, 3
1/2 bath. 3550 Woodburn Ave.;
3-bedroom, fully equipped.
1612 Dana Ave.; 4-bedroom,
fully equipped. Call 321-0043
or 241-9421 for more info.

HELP WANTED
Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Call
MediCard (541) 386-5290,
ext. 300.

SPRING BREAK
Act now! Call for the best
Spring Break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida
& Mardi Gras. Representatives needed ... travel free,
earn $$$. Discounts for 6+.
Call (800) 838-8203 or yisit ·
www.leisuretours.com

EARN MONEY
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories from. Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or part time and
get paid upon completion of
each route; To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured
vehicle. To apply, call Monday
through Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call (800) 979-7978. Directory
Distributing Association. We
arean EOE.
SPRING BREAK 2000
Cancun and Jamaica as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteed!!! For information, call (800) 446-8335
or visit: www.sunbreaks.com
FOR RENT
Newly renovated 5 bedroom apt. Includes 2 bath, .5
mile from campus, off-street
parking, full kitchen, deck,
large rooms & ·ceiling fans.
For June $1500/month. Call
Tim @ 351-2178, ext 101.
FREE BABY BOOM BOX
+ EARN $1200!
Fundraiser for student
groups &organizations. Earn
up to $4per MasterCard. app.
Call for information or visit our
Web site. Qualified callers receive a free baby boom box.
Call (800) 932-0528 ext.119 or
try
ext.125.
www.ocmconcepts.com
FOR SALE
Carpet-plush, beige, like
new condition, no stains. Approximately 13 X 25 ft. with
padding (covers 2 bedrooms).
$50 080. Loveland 697-8824.

HELP WANTED
Have fun earning extra
$$$ around the holidays! Calendar Club and the Gamekeeper now hiring for stores
opening soon in area malls. At
each respective store, help
guests find the calendar or
game they are looking for,
WEB SITE
demo games for guests. Earn
Free CD of cool indie
from $6 - $7.50 per hour. Conmusic when you register at
tact Don Lelbrecht at (419) 596mybytes.com, the ultimate · · 4870;
email
him
at
Web site for your college
genelieb.@brlght.net; or page
needs.
at (419) 817-0039.
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
· English Club, you got roped i.nto
going to see it. Today's the day if
you signed up to see "The Glass
Menagerie.'' Meet.at the circle by
Bellarmine at 1:20 p.m.

~~,,: .:~ :::.~ •!l\·~
November 10.
It seems like every cause or
group has its own special -period
of recognition these days. It was
fine when it was just Mother's
Day, but now everyone's in on the
act. March is Women's History
Month. November is Breast Cancer Awareness. June is National
Boot a Pigeon Month. The third
.week of May is Staple a Spatula
to Your Head and Do the HokeyPokey for the Whales time. Where
·in all this is Yahoo for the Guys
Who Plant Winter Cabbage on the
Academic Mall and then Win Na- ·
tional Awards for It Week? Nowhere! To correct this amazing
oversight, I am declaringNov. 1016 National Physical Plant Week.
Because who else but these guys
can fix light bulbs and write odes
at the same time?

By Jennah Durant

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

You say "Hungary" and usually "basketball" is not far behind.
At least that's what the men's basketball team has been saying this
week. Find out why they've been
saying it at 7 p.m. at the Gardens.
(I'll give you a hint: it's because
~hey're playing the Hungarian
National Team in an exhibition.)

ii; [ll;fj •1!\'4
November 11

It's about darn time that the
tease ~n sleaze came back to the
Xavier stage. Word has it the musical "42nd Street" is related to the
Depression, but I don'( know if
that means it was written during
It's getting towards the end of
the Depression, takes place during
the Depression or if the whole cast
the semester and your head is startneeds to go on Pr02;ac. See for
. ing to sag a bit in class: Someyourself today through Sunday at
times you rest your weary noggin
8 p.m. but there's another show on
on your arm, and when you wake
Sunday at 2 p.m. too, or you could
up 10 minutes later with an embarrassing full-body spasm, you . go next week on Thursday ... heck
move your arm and firid a nasty · with that, I'm confused. Read the
flyers, it's wa.y easier. Oh, and it's
case of obdormition has set in. The
only five bones to get in if you're
only cure for obdormition, as we
all know, is coffee. Coffee to keep
a student or a faculty or a staff.
you awake and to keep your head
It's a good thing we've got Xin the air and not on your arm. To
treme· faris, because lord knows
receive your innoculation against
it's nearly impossible for people
obdormition, go to the Internato get up for men's college bastional Coffee Hour in the Romero
ketball. At least we can count on
Center at 3:30 p.m.

these dedicated students to cheer
really loudly when the men's tea!Jl
is·up by 20. Yes, they do the thankless yeoman's work, and if you
. want to be part of their white Tshirt clad crowd, get priority seating at the Gardens and probably
be on TV a few times, come to the
preseason meeting at 8:30 p.m: in
Kelley Auditorium.
Someday they'll be known by
an acronym, like 2DPA. Someday they'll get press on bumper
stickers. Someday fans will be
clamoring to see their shows. But
for now, 2 Day Panic Attack (formerly known as The Astor Place
Riot) has to bribe you with $1
shots to come to their show at the
Mad Frog in Clifton. Well, my
. arm's been twisted enough, so I'll
see you there when it starts at 8
p.m.

'FRIDAY·
November 12
You would think, seniors, that
. taking at least 120 credit hours
would be a big enough chore to
accomplish to graduate in May.
But nay, there is one more task to
complete, or so says the registrar's
office. Don't forget to pick up
· your ·appli~ation for graduation

"Taiwan: Land Where Former
American Teen Idols Go to Die.''.
"Taiwan: It's Like China, Only
Smaller.'' These were a few of the
slogans the Diversity Thenie
House rejected for their Taiwanese Festival. I think the one they
· settled on was "Come to the
Kuhlman basement from 4:306:30 p.m. to eat Taiwanese food
and listen to Taiwanese music."
Not as catchy, but it does the job.

~1:.j ill .~ •Jl\'a
November 13
If you've got space for a
nooner on your schedule today,
the men's b-ball team can fill it for
you. You'd think their exhibition
would be cake, but Athletes in
·Action ain't no Betty Crocker.
They're actually pretty good, as I
understand it. Find out who wins
the propaganda war at the Gardens at noon.

l

This should be the real competition in the Skyline Eating Contest: not who can stuff the most
coneys down his or her gullet, but
who can hold off going to the bathroom the longest. Now that wouid
be a test of will. Se!! who the big
winner is as Homecoming Week
kicks off at 1:30 p.m. on the X.
The Brueggeman Lecture Series is back and badder than ever,
doncha know. (Say that with a
Fargo accent, it'll make· more
sense.) These crazy folks bring
you Teilhard de Chardin (doesn't
he play -left wing for the Flyers?)
to talk about Christian mysticism.
The'lecture takes place in the mysterious Kelley Auditorium.at 7:30
p.m.

I ill :f1•1!\'I
November 16

The Veranda room sounds
much swankier, non? Swankier
than Terrace room, I mean. And
swanky it shall be at 8 p.m., when
you can get some Homecoming
November 14
flavored coffee and listen to muWant to see a depressing play
sic from the jazz ensemble.
about a girl whose only joy in life · . Maybe someone will read some
is her collection of little glass aninaughty Allen Ginsberg poems to
mals? Chances are if you're in the
perpetuate the ambiance.

. SUNDAY-
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kinko•s·
Express Yourself~

Open 24 hours· www.kinkos.com

----------------------------r---------------------------PHOTO-A-MONTH
SA"[
200110
. CUSTOM
SAVE $5
DELUXE CALENDAR
l\Y
GREETING CARDS
Save $5.00 on each Photo-A-Month Deluxe calendar. Unlimited quantity.
Otter limited to one coupon per transaction. Coupon must be relinquished .
at time of purchase and may not be reproduced. Coupon not valid with
other coupons, offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer
valid at participating U.S. Klnko's locations only. Products and services
vary by location. Coupon void where prohibited or restricted by law. No
cash value. Oller expires January 31, 2000. Klnko's requires written
permission from the copyright holder In order to reproduce copyrighted
works.

Save 20% on apurchase of 20 or more full-photo or decorative frame Custom
Greeting Cards. Offer limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
relinquished attlme of purchase and may not be reproduced. Coupon not valid
with other coupons, offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases.
Offer valid at participating U.S. Kink o's locations only., Products and services
vary by location. Coupon void where prohibited or restricted by law. No cash
value. Oller expires January 31, 2000. Klnko's requires written permission
from the copyright holder In order to reproduce copyrighted works.

FAIRBORN

FAIRBORN

2646 Colonel Glenn Highway • 937-429-2585

2646 Colonel Glenn Highway • 937-429-2585

kinko•s·
GMA999

Express Yourself.'"

kinko•s·
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EXP 1/31/00

GMA999

EXpress Yourself."
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.404'[ubLOW AVE•.
EXP 1/31/00

CLIFTON GASLIGHT
281-7487
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November 15

and turn it in before Jan. 14.
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